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Abstxact 

The generai methodology of this research is a longitudinal text 

analysis of writing samples written by one Japanese ESL student. By 

examining the subject student's writings. the Japanese ESL wrimg 

features and the developmental features of acquiring proficiency in 

written English as a second ianguage will be anaiyzed. 

Seven writing samples fkom a three year period were selected 

from the subject's collection of academic writing. laro of the writing 

samples indude both the flrst and the final versions and the other five 

are only the final versions of academic papers. Tko sets of k t  and 

final versions were analyzed to wcami.ne the qualitative difference of 

texts before and after revision. The seven final versions were analyzed 

to examine the developmental process of academic composition over a 

three year period. 

This study is conducted at two levels of analysis: 1) a Unguistic 

level and 2) a rhetorical level. At the linguistic levei. two types of 

cohesive ties. pronominals and conjunctions, are examined. At the 

rhetorical level. the topicai organfzation of the text is examined by 

analyzing the topic of each sentence and plotting the topical structure. 

This study highîights problem areas caused by transferring the 

fkst language (Japanese) rhetorical patterns. ki-shoo-ten-ketsu, into 

English. By analyzing the features of development of Japanese ESL 

writings in detail. this study also suggests an effective method of 

instnictïon to guide Oriental ESL students in writing for academic 

purposes. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1- 1 OveCVIew 

In Chapter I a general overview of contrastive rhetoric is ouüined. 

Why a study of contrastive rhetoric is important in the field of ESL 

education is explained. especidy in the case of Oriental Enghh-as-a- 

second-language students. 

The focus of the iiterature review in Chapter II is mainly on the 

explanation of the Japanese rhetorical pattern as it contrasts the typical 

North American expository writing pattern such as the "five-paragraph 

theme." As John Hinds (1982. 1987. 1990) suggested. the traditional "ld- 

shoo-ten-ketsu" pattern and two other rhetoricai features. "reader- 

responsible" and "quasi-inductive." seem to be the features that most 

commonly appear in descriptions of Japanese ESL t a .  These Japanese 

rhetorical patterns. when applied to Enash language expository 

writings. violate the expectation of native Engllsh readers who are 

traditionally exposed to the North American rhetorical pattern (five- 

paragraph theme). Reasons why those features tend to be negatively 

perceived by native English readers, are discussed. in particular as they 

relate to communicative style and culturai values. 

In Chapter III the method of analysis is explained. The selection of 

samples for anaiysis and the techniques for analyzing the linguistic and 

rhetorical features are described. 

In Chapter IV. the andysis of Japanese ESL writings is examined. 

Seven expository writing samples fkom the subject's ESL and university 

courses are examined at both the iinguistic and rhetoricai levels. The 

attempt of this twofold anaiysis is to analyze how Japanese rhetorical 



patterns infiuence ESL writings and how they contrast with the 

appropriate rhetorical features expected in North American exposition. 

In Chapter V, the educational implications and consideration for 

iûrther study are discussed. Considering the observeci data. the 

importance of the rhetoric and a culture-spdc approach in ESL 

cUITiculums for expository wrfüng is reviewed. Then. a mode1 

instructional course for Oriental ESL students is described. 

1. 2 Contrastive Rhetoric 

A notion of contrastive rhetoric. that is. a study of rhetorical 

structure across cultures. was first proposed by Robert Kaplan in his 

article entitled. "Cultural Thought Patterns in Intercultural Education" 

(1966). Kaplan (1966. 1987) noticed that students who are non-native 

speakers of Engiish organize text differently from native speakers of 

Engiish. He characterized other native language patterns of rhetorical 

organization into five language groups with figures to show the 

characteristics of each. The five figures he proposed have become well 

known and are meant to describe the EngUsh. Semitic. Orientai, 

Romance. and Russian patterns. 

Kaplan's insights proved usehl to both English-as-a-foreign- 

language (EFL) and English-as-a-second-language (ESL) educators. The 

notion of contrastive rhetoric promoted an awareness that each language 

has a culturally preferred way of organking ideas in discourse and that 

writers from different socioiinguistic and cultural backgrounds may 

transfer their preferred discourse patterns when they write in Engiish. In 

other words. even after ESL students achieved En@& pdciency levels 



necessary for writing text. their writings still have merences not only at 

the syntactic level but also at the broader level of organization of the 

whole text (Kaplan. 1987). 

Proficiency in this organization of the whole text. which Kaplan 

called the rhetorical level of writlng. seems essential to acquiring native- 

iike writhg profkiency. 

1. 3 Study of Texts Written bv ESL Leamers 

Texts written by ESL students contain features which are clearly 

uniike the writhg of native speakers. These writing features were once 

considered grammatical mistakes since such linguistic mistakes are often 

the most obvious features of ESL wrîtings. especially those wrîtten by 

l e s  proficient ESL leamers. Grammatical mistakes are. for example. the 

incorrect choice of words or tense. and the wrong phrasings. Acquiring 

essential grammatical proficiency may help to improve ESL writing to a 

certain extent. however there are other types of ESL wriüng features. 

those which are beyond grammatical proficiency. 

As Kaplan (1966. 1987) points out. writing involves not only the 

Linguistic level but also the rhetorical level. In other words. writing in 

another language is not only a matter of translating word by word or 

sentence by sentence from one language to another. Replacing each 

word or sentence of one language into another by foIlowing grammatical 

niles does not sufficiently compose fluent writing in a target language. 

For example. good translation or proofieading often involves the 

reorganization of the original text (Hinds. 1990; Sawada, 1977. 1995). 



Since the study in the area of contrastive rhetoric highlighted the 

cross-cultural difference in the discourse of writing styles. the need for 

more dture-specific ESL research has been advocated and more 

research has been done in the discourse pattern of writings across 

culture (Connor & Kaplan. 1987; Johnson & Roen. 1989: Rwes. 1988). 

However. beyond the general notion of rhetorfcal contrast there was littie 

research that points out in what ways the features are contrastive across 

specific cultures. if the first Ianguage rhetorical pattern influences ESL 

writings. then the Merences and sirnilarities in rhetorical patterns 

between English and a specific language need to be enamined. 

Hinds (1982, 1987, 1990) is one of a few researchers who focused 

the study of contrastive rhetorfc on a speciflc culture. His studies have 

concentrated on analyzing the the Japanese rhetorical pattern. "ki-shoo- 

ten-ketsu." and made a signiAcant contribution to the area of 

contrastive rhetoric between Engllsh and Japanese. He described 

Japanese rhetorical features by coining several terms such as "reader- 

responsible" and "quasi-inductive," and clarified the rhetorical 

differences between English and Japanese conventions. However. his 

research mainiy analyzed Japanese texts. which were wrîtten in Japanese 

or translated into English. rather than examMng the actual Engiish 

compositions by Japanese ESL writers. 

As Hinds points out. the study of contxastive rhetoric using 

translated texts originaily written in Japanese holds the potential 

difficulty caused by translation (1982). The features that may be highiy 

appreciated by native speakers of Japanese cannot be shown in the 

translated version because those Japanese rhetorical features are valued 



only when they are written in Japanese and read by native speakers. The 

quality of translation may also cause a different impression. 

Moreover. to determine Japanese ESL features. the texts originay. 

written in Engiish by Japanese ESL writers need to be studied. This 

study analyzes Engiish texts wrîtten by a Japanese student In order to 

depict the transferred features fkom her Brst language. Those texts are 

examined by a native speaker of Japanese in order to thoroughly identify 

Japanese rhetorical features that appear in EngUsh writing. 

By examining both hguistic and rhetorical features of texts. this 

study aims to: 1) identify whether those Japanese rhetorical features 

suggested by Hinds appear in this Japaneçe student's English writing: 2) 

examine other rhetorical features such as cohesion and topic 

organization; and 3) describe the effect of Ume. practice. and teaching on 

the development of conventional English patterns of academic writing. 

1. 4 Definition of Terrns Used in This Studv 

There are several terms fiequentty used in a particular way in this 

study. The following are the definitions for those terms. 

The hguistic level means a mechanical technique that creates 

cohesion. In  other words. it is the connectïvity of relevant words to 

make phrases and sentences cohesive. 

The term rhetoricd level was used foliowing Kaplan's (1987) 

definition. He used it to differentiate the discourse features which show 

ESLlikeness at "the level of organization of the whole text" fkom other 

ESL features at the syntactic level. such as the use of sentence. phrase 

and word. 



Genre is a social and cultural conventional aspect of language. In 

other words. it is a mechanical aspect of text formed by social and 

cultural expectation. The rhetorical conventions of writing c m  be 

regarded as a part of the genre dinerence. however the rhetorical 

conventions were dedt separately in this paper since they were the main 

focus of this study. Other than that. this study only deals with 

personal/impersonal form of expositoxy writing. 

Eiahw-ten-kebu is a Japanese texm for a four-part writfng style 

prevalently used in Oriental cultures with a Chinese Muence. in 

Chinese characters. it is written &*$E#& and the pronunciation 

differs from language to language (see 2. 2. 3). 

T o p i d  strricture represents the structure of the topic movement 

of the text. In this study. a topic from each sentence was depicted and 

charted to show the topical structure. and the chart is c d e d  a 

coherence diagram. 

Cohesive markers are discourse markers that help the toptc flow 

and organization. They arenst. second third for example, howewr, on 

the contrary. therefore and so on. 

1. 5 Limitations of the Studv 

The data used for this study were coilected from one ESL student. 

so. may not be generaiizable to ai l  Oriental or even Japanese ESL 

learners. This study only seeks evidence of how infiuential transfening 

the rhetorical pattern of the Brst language (Japanese) could be. A study 

of more Japanese ESL learners may not conflmi the data or Rndings of 

this study. 



Second. the subject may not be showing her actual pattern of 

development because she was writing under the direction of teachers. so 

accidental gaps in the developmental pattern may have occurred. Also. 

the observation of the developmental process in Engkh as a second 

language writing is iimited to exposition fkom her collected texts in 

various genres. 

Third. the analysis b W t e d  to a s m d  domain of issues. 

specifically Unguistic features of cohesion and rhetorical features of text 

structure. Grammm is deliberately left out of the d y s i s .  Other 

important elements of development have been similarly overlooked. 

Thus. whiie the analysis is carefdly undertaken. it is Umited in scope. 

Fourth. aii the analyses are done by a native speaker of Japanese. 

Therefore. some expressions such as "negatively perceived by native 

English speakers." "violate the expectation of native English speakers." 

and other phrases may imply having had a native speaker's verifkation. 

However. those expressions were used only conventionaiiy. since they 

were commonly used in the literature when referring to the different 

perception by native English readers of the rhetorical daerences of texts 

written by Oriental ESL student (Cai. 1993; Hinds. 1982: Kaplan, 1966: 

Kubota, 1992; Oi & Kamimura. 1995: ). 



Chapter II Background of the Stady 

2. 1 Pifferent Features and ConventlpDs of Writing Across Culture a d  

e Im~ortance for ESL Students of Develo- W r i u  Roflciencv 

When students for whom English fs a second language study in a 

North American university. they usually face dlfRculties in writing in 

English. These ESL students are already literate in their first language. 

but developing literacy in another language is ofken not easy Bell. 1995: 

Carson. Carrell, Silberstein. Kroll& Kuehn. 1990; Cornor. 1996). 

Developing native-like proficiency in w-riting skills is a critical 

matter for ESL students in North America since their acadernic 

achievement is often evaluated on their writings. such as research 

papers. reports. or essays. To be successful. students in North America 

must famillarize themselves with the conventions (Leki, 1995: Leki & 

Carson. 1994; Reinolds. 1993; Schneider Br Fujishima. 1995) since 

academic writing in North America has its own distinct type of discourse 

h-amework (Connor. 1996: Gutierrez. 1995: Hyland. 1994; Kusel. 1992). 

Schneider & Fujishima stated that ". . .achieving success at the 

postsecondary level involves more than control of the English language; 

it also tnvolves famiiiarity with the writing conventions of the university 

culture and disciplinary subcultures In which the second language 

learner participates" (1995. p.8). Hyland (1994) points out that in North 

American acadernic writing features such as the organization of the 

contents. the way topic develops. and even the uses of cohesive markers 

seem to be systematicaiiy predictable. Most native speakexs can become 

familiar with the appropriate conventions through their educational 

experience. However. this cannot be appiied to non-native speakers 



whose Iiteracy skills were acquired in a different culture and in a 

Merent curriculum, men if their language profidency is advanced. 

Text written without following the cornmon North American 

convention of academic writing may fail to be evaluated reasonably (Cai. 

1993; Hirids, 1982, 1987, 1990: S%. 1990). which is crucial for 

students' academic success since most evaluation at a University level îs 

based on writing. 

2. 2 Oriental ESL Students* Pmblems in Wri- 

ESL students. and particdarly students fkom Oriental cultures. 

are often considered problematic leamers because of their poor writing 

skills (Agnew. 1994). Oriental-Ianguage speakers may face more distinct 

obstacles than EngIish cognate language speakers when learning English 

writing s u s  because of the remoteness of their languages from English 

grammatical and syntactic features. ESL educators usualiy emphasize 

grammar in a curriculum. assurning that grammar instruction will help 

students to acquire writing fluency. However. Oriental ESL wriüng stU 

retain some distinctive elements. Although having the grammatical and 

syntactic proficiency is fundamental to writing sldll. it does not allow 

full proflciency in second language writing. 

The awkward features of Oriental ESL students* expository writings 

are often due to cross cultural rhetorical Merences as Kaplan suggested. 

ESL writing features which are influenced by Oriental rhetoricd style 

seem to be negatively evaluated by native-English readers (Cai. 1993; 

Grabe & Kaplan. 1989: Hinds, 1982: Johns. 1984: Kaplan. 1966. 1987; 

Kubota. 1992: Takano. 1993; Reid. 1989). The unconventional features 



of Oriental ESL writings which Lmpart a negative impression on natîve 

speakers may appear most obviously in expository writing since English 

expository writhg is highly conventional. 

Another reason that attaining WTjting profkiency is so challenging 

for most ESL students, especially for Oriental ESL students. is their 

Brst-language culture and education are so Merent than English. For 

example. in North America. evaluation is often done by assessing a 

report, a research paper. or an essay. Stuclents are required to have skill 

in expository writing at an early age (BC Ministry of Education, 

Integrated Resource Package. 1996). To be academicaily successful. 

having good expository writing skill is important (Scarcella. 1984). in 

Oriental countries. such as Japan. Korea. Taiwan. and China. the 

academic achievement of students is assessed mostly by examination. 

and students are rarely asked to write expository essays in elementary 

and secondq schools (Kohn. 1992; Lee & Scarcella. 1992). For 

example. in eIementaIy education in Japan. it is offen 'free-style* writing 

that is assigned. such as a personal journal. a story. a short novel. a 

book review. or a poem. Expository writing. such as reports. research 

papers. or essays. which are very common in North America. are rarely 

assigned in the Japanese school curriculum. 

Furthemore. the expectations towards iiteracy are different 

between Oriental countries and North America. In the North American 

perspective of literacy, more importance is placed on the ability to be 

eloquent in a logical. argumentative way and making a clear statement of 

one's opinion. In contrast. in most of the Oriental cultures which have 

a Confucian influence, being argumentative and making a clear 

statement of one's opinion are often negatlvely perceived as self-centered 



or arrogant traits. Rather. behg eloquent in an aesthetic manner and 

capable of expressing feelings seem to be more valueci. For the ESL 

students raised in this type of d t u r e .  making a logical argument 

directly and clearly could be in opposition to their aesthetic value unless 

they understand the different North Anierican cultural values and adapt 

their writing style. 

2. 3 Oriental Lanpages: Ja~anese a d  C h w e  

Although Japanese is often categorized together with Chinese as 

"Oriental languages" on a rhetorical level. these languages are very 

different from one another on a linguistic level. For example. at an 

elementary level syntactic Japanese is characterized as an SOV 

(subject+object+verb) language whiie Chinese is characterfied as SV0 

(subject+verb+object) . Moreover. the writlng systems used in these 

languages are quite dinerent. Although Chinese characters have been 

borrowed into Japanese. Japanese also has phonologically based 

h i r i agm and katakana characters which have no counterpart in the 

Chinese system. Ni of Japanese c m  be transcribed into these phonetic 

alphabets. While Chinese characters used in Japanese retaîn their 

ideographic meanings. these characters follow several Merent patterns 

of pronuncfation. influenced by both Japanese and Chinese. The 

number of ideographic characters in use in Japanese is less than that 

found in Chinese. Chinese characters in Japanese are used for noms. 

and stem parts of verbs, adjectives and adverbs. AU of them c m  also be 

phoneticaiiy transcribed into hùagana or k a t a k m  as weU. Since 

Chinese characters help to capture meaning faster and more emciently. 



hiragana components are mostly particles or conjugative parts of verbs or 

adjectives and adverbs. 

Despite these significant Merences. Japanese and Chinese 

languages have been colIectively referred to in the literature as "Oriental" 

languages. There is some basis for this collective term. Historically 

Chinese has had an influence on aU the Oriental cultures somewhat 

analogous to the influence of Greek language and culture on western 

Europe. Kaplan (1966). Hinds (1986). Cai (1993) and others have 

observed that some of the more unconventional features of writfng in 

English are commonly exhibited by Japanese. Chinese, Taiwanese. 

Korean and other Oriental EFL/ESL leamers. 

2. 4 Traditionai Oriental Rhetorical Or-tion 

Although the cornparison of rhetoric in this study will be only 

between En@sh and Japanese, examLning Japanese ESL wriüngs helps 

to provide some guidance for teaching wriüng to Oriental ESL students. 

As described in the previous section. Japanese. Chinese. Talwanese. 

Korean, and other Oriental cultures all share siniilar rhetorical features. 

For example. the Japanese traditional rhetorical organization. ki-shoo- 

ten-ketsu, is adopted from Chinese rhetorical organizational pattern. 

qui-chen-jun-he, which orfginates in classical Chinese poetry (Cai. 

1993). In Korean. it is ki-sung-chon-kyul. Though the pronunciations 

of those terms Mer, ki-shoo-ten-ketsu, qi-cheng-jun-he and ki-sung- 

chon-kyul point to the same rhetorical pattern. When they are written 

in Chinese characters. the same characters are used as &Ratif. 



Ej#kE)if consist of four sections: begin. dwelopment. 

subtheme, maintheme. One sample stoqr-Une of this pattern would be: 

"A and B separated at this river-side a long time ago." "it must 

have been a tragîc inddent." "those people in old days are no 

longer here." "the water of the river is SU cold (example from 

Sawada. 1995. p. 104) 

If this pattem was applied to expository essay writing. it would be: 

Chapter 1 "the Emperor system of Japan has problems." Chapter il 

"there are various perspectives towards the Emperor system." 

Chapter III "the British Emperor system starts from Egbart." 

Conclusion "the Emperor system is difllcult'' (example fkom 

Sawada. 1995. p. 104) 

ESkEkf pattern does not work when it is applied to expository 

essay-writing as the latter example shows. 

The influence of an Oriental traditional rhetorical pattern. 

ERES, seems to be the main elements that make ESL writing 

awkward for native-Engiish readers (Cai. 1993; Hinds. 1982). Therefore. 

this needs to be explained In more detail. 

The following case study will examine Japanese ESL writings. and 

henceforth the rhetorical pattem ERtEe will be referred to the 

Japanese pronunciation of ki-shoo-ten-ketsu. 



2. 5. * 
eme vs. Ki-Shoo-Ten-Ketsy 

While ki-shoo-ten-ketsu is the common model of writing 

traditionally used in the Japanese culture, there is a North American 

common model of expository writing. the five-paragraph theme. Those 

two models of writing have the similarity in the form of structure. That 

is, both of them can be described as introduction-body-conclusion. This 

seem to lead ESL writers to confuse the two patterns or even to consider 

them identical. But they actually present great differences in the pattern 

of developing the topic, which may give native-Engiish readers a negative 

impression of an ESL writer's completed text. 

The five-paragraph theme FPï) has been used for a long time in 

North Arnerican education as the common framework for school 

expository writing. Students are required to be proflcient in the FIT. In 

the North American educational consensus. FIT is a "highly structured 

format for essay writing [which] provides for effective inculcation of 

concepts such as uni& coherence, and development" (Nunnaily, 199 1. 

p.67). 

FoUowing are explmations contrasting five-paragraph theme and 

ki-shoo-ten-ketsu, highlighting the features between those two rhetorical 

patterns which are ofien a source of confusion to both ESL 

wrfters/readers and North American readers of Japanese ESL wriüngs. 

N u n n d y  (199 1) defines the FFT as follows: 

The FIT requires (1) an introductoxy paragraph moving fiom a 

generality to an expiicit thesis statement and announcement of 

three points in support of that thesis. (2) three middle paragraphs, 

each of which begins with a topic sentence restating one of the 



major ideas supporting the thesis and then develops the topic 

sentence (with a minimum of three sentences in most models). and 

(3) a concluding paragraph restating the thesis and points. (p. 67) 

in contrast. Id-shoo-ten-ketsu could be dehed  as having four 

sections. They are (1) an introductoxy sentence or paragraph indicathg a 

theme that is rather general or obscure c o m p d  to the F R  

introduction. (2) development of the theme. (3) shifting of idea fkom the 

main theme to a subtheme. where there is a somewhat topical relation 

but different types of coherence h m  that requfred in FPT, and (4) a 

conclusive implication. speculation. or suggestion. which is very different 

from the one required in FPT. m e  features of these four sections of 

KSTK are explained in more detail in Table 1 and in the following 

section). 

The third and fourth paragraph especially seem to be digresive for 

Engiish readers who are used to the FPT pattern. Table 1 provides a 

more explicit cornparison of these two paradigms. 



Table 1. Five-Paragraph Theme and Ki-Shoo-Ten-Ketsu 

a text structure for tllpository 
writings 

requires 5 sections or paragraphs: 

an introductorp pamgmph. moving 

h m  a generality to an explcit thesis 
statement and announcement of three 
points in support of that thesis 

three middle paragraphs, each of 

which begins with a topic sentence 

1 restating one of the major ideas 

1 supporüng the thesis and then 
( develops the topic sentence (with a 

1 minimum of three sentences in most 

a concIuding paragraph restating the 
thesis and points 

a common mode1 of writing in cultures 

Miuenced by Chinese 

a text structure for free-writings (more 
like m v e )  

requires 4 sections or paragraphs: 

Hl E ): an intraductorg mentence 
or paragraphe indicating a theme 
which is more impiicit compareci to the 

FPT introduction 

shoo( ): development of the 
thelne 

tan( in. ): .hifffnq of idma h m  the 
main theme to a subtheme, where 
there is a kind of topical relation but 
not a direct restatement as required in 
FPT 

ketm( a ): a conclusive 
Lmpkation, ape&tion. or 

Buggestion 



More explanation is required to further depict the contrasting 

features between KSTK and FIT. Here the pattern of FPT wiil be used as 

the prototype for each of the three sections (introduction. body. 

conclusion) and those of KSTK will be explained with a cornparison to 

the FFT pattem, since FFT is farniliar to English-speaking readers. The 

purpose of this explmation is to reduce misunderstanding and to 

identify the cross-cultural dmerences inherent in the words. 

introduction. body, conclusion. 

The Arst part of this organizational framework is M which means 

begin or staFt Here the writer brings a topic. however it is not always a 

thesis statement as is expected in the English exposition. I t  is not iike 

an English introduction which includes a summary of the essay. Rather. 

it is a generdization of the whole essay. This introductory part of KSTK 

does not have to be as long as  one paragraph. which it should be in 

English exposition. but it can be stated in a single sentence. I t  is often 

just an indication of the main theme. which 4s usually not clearly stated 

as is required in the FIT pattern. Even if it is clearly stated in terms of 

the phrasal expression. the direction of the following text is not usuaiïy 

stated. In other words. ki introduction could be an implicative statement 

toward the following part of the essay. nius the beginning part. ki does 

not necessarily introduce the main focus direct@ but works more like a 

prelude part of syrnphony music. 

In the introduction of the FPT pattern, the main theme should be 

clearly stated dong with a brief sumrnary of the folIowing support topics. 

The introductoqr part of the KSTK pattern, however. could be just one 



sentence or a dich type of proverb insofa as indicating the main theme. 

Therefore. if the Oriental ESL writers applied to Engkh expositoxy 

writings. the& notion based on the KSTK pattern for introduction, their 

introductory passage would likely be seen as insdcient by North 

American readem. 

The body of KSTK consists rnaidy of two parts. shoo and ten. 

which paralle1 the thme rniddle paragraphs of FPT pattern. Shoo. the 

second part. means rec* or take over. where the -ter develops the 

topic mentioned in ki Ten is also a part of the topic development. 

however this third part gives a awkward impression to native Engîish 

language readers. The Chinese character of t (ten) means change or 

sh@ Thus. at ten the topic usuaiiy shifts to a sub thematic section. 

This change seems to be off-topic for readers who expect the FIT pattern 

of body development involving the three supporting t o p h  for the main 

theme. The FIT structure does not have any equivalent for ten so North 

American readers perceive this part of the KSTK pattern as awkward and 

generally refer to it as digressive (Hinds. 1982). For North American 

readers, ten part may not be perceived as emcient body devdopment and 

may seem incoherent. 

The conclusion of KSïK. which is the fourth part. ketsu, also 

differs fkom that of FIT. Ketsu means tie up, close, concîude, and the 

miter brings ki. shoo. ten together to reach the conclusion. This. again. 

is not the same kind of conclusion as in an Engiish expository essay. It 

does not need to be decisive. I t  could be just an impiicative statement or 

an interrogative speculation. I t  often ends without referring to the main 

thesis but leaves the conclusion open to the readers. This kind of open 



statement cornes h m  the cultural preference in expression that will be 

explained in more detatl at sections 2. 5 and 2. 6. 

Thus. Orlental ESL writers who do not have a detailed explanation 

of the FIT pattem may not understand how this pattern M e r s  fkom 

KSTK. and they would likely miscapture the notion of introduction-body- 

conclusion of the FPT pattern. For ESL students who have Merent 

cultural background. helping them to identify these Merences is 

important to avoid confusion and misreading. 

When Oriental ESL students apply their KSIX patterns in writing 

FIT style. the text becomes a mixed style of KSLX and Fm. This could 

be evident by the names given texts. for example. "0ve-paragraph 

monster" (Moneyhum & Zapico. in "American written academic 

discourse". Cited by Cai, 1993) or "three-foot monster" (Cai. 1993). 

Oriental ESL writers' writings which have KSTK Muence do not fuW 

the expectation of the North American readers who commonly share the 

notion of FFT for expository writings. In consequence. North American 

readers perceive such Oriental ESL writings as a strange adaptation of 

the flve-paragraph pattem or the three parts of introduction-body- 

conclusion pattern. 

There are other cultural aspects of Japanese writing that affect the 

structure of Japanese ESL writing for North American readers. In the 

following section. the cross-cultural ciifferences between Japanese and 

North American expository writing styles specificaily will be discussed. 



2. 6 0th- Rhetorical Features of J-ese Writlngs 

The value and preference of writing styles seem to vary between 

cultures and languages. The Merences in rhetorical features of 

Japanese and English seem as distinct as are the languages themsehres. 

However. it seems to be difficdt for even native speakers of Japanese and 

Engiish to point out the specific ciifferences unless they are farnflfar with 

both rhetoric styles. John Hinds contributed much in this area of 

contrastive rhetorical study between Japanese and Engiish. In his 

insightfui studies. he coined several terms that explain the features of 

Japanese rhetoric which contrast to the North American rhetoric. 

The key terms that will be used in the followlng study are. "quasi- 

inductive style" (Hinds. 1990) and "reader-responsible" (Hinds. 1987). 

These terms represent Japanese rhetorical features quite accurately. 

Although they were analyzed individualiy by Hinds. one important thing 

to keep in mind is that no single f ea tw  can exist by itself. Rather. they 

coexist intricately in Japanese rhetoric with KSTK. In the next section. 

quasi-inductive and reader-responsible styles will be explained as 

impiications of the KSTK and the cultural aspect of rhetoric. 

2.6. 1 Reader-Resoonsible Stvle and Ouasi-Inductive Sm 

If North Amerfcan expository writing style is characterfied by 

clarlty. then Japanese could be characterized by opemess (or 'tmgueness" 

in Takano. 1993. p.50). This contrast cornes fkom the different 

perspectives towards writing. North American writings is wnter- 

responsible. that is. the writer assumes the responsibiïity to make clear 

and weii-organized statements for the reader to understand. On the 



other hand. Japanese writhg is more reader-responsible. where it is the 

reader's responsibility to understand what the writer intended to say in 

the text (Hbds. 1987). 

In the writer-responsible perspective. the writer has to express her 

idea explicitly in a written form in order to avoid any misunderstanding 

by the readers. In English it is important "to write as if we are talking to 

an idiot" (Nozaki. 1988. p. 13). On the other hand. in the reader- 

responsible perspective. the -ter does not need to write so expkitly. 

Rather the writer has to leave some room for the readers to apply their 

intelligence and knowledge. In Japanese it is important not ta be too 

dictatotial when making a statement. 

in the reader-responsible style. then. the major responsibility for 

interpreting messages is up to the reader (Takano. 1993). This notion 

may be regarded as very irresponsible by those whose culture demands 

the writer-responsible style. But the reader-responsible style of writing is 

compatible with the culture of Japan where the cornmunicatfve style 

"stems nom the social dogma of group harmonyt' (Takano. 1992. p.48). 

In that style the writer always aliows for the readers* perspective and 

engagement. thus maintainhg the social dogma of group harmony. The 

interpretive work required on behalf of the reader is appreciated as a part 

of the intellectually thought-provoking interaction. This relates to the 

cultural value of the communicative style as well. which is mentioned in 

section, 2. 7. 

Another characteristic difference in rhetoric is the topic 

organization. North Arnerican rhetorical organization is usually based 

upon a deductive style. whereas Japanese rhetorical pattern is more 

commonly of inducbive (Hinds. 1990). However. Japanese rhetorical style 



is also slightly dinerent 

readers expect. In both 

from the inductive style 

deductive and inductive 

that North American 

styles that English 

convention of writing employ, the thesis statement shouid be clearly 

presented either in the beginning or in the end of the paragraph. 

Japanese rhetorical style. defles bo th these convenff ons. As Hlnds 

termed. Japanese rhetorical organization could be expressed as quasi- 

inductive style. This feature strongly relates to the KSTK style of text 

organization. 

In KSTK organization. the beginning of the text starts with an 

indicative staternent and the end of the text is often closed with an 

implicative speculation. The main theme does not need to be cleariy 

stated in either the beginning or the ending. but just impîied. The thesis 

is more often embedded in the whole text rather than directly stated. As 

the reader reads the text. the main statement is supposed to be derived 

through the text and the reader's schemata. By the time he or she 

Rnishes the text. the main idea is developed in his or her mind. The 

conclusive ending of KSTK is more like an implication for the thesis 

statement that will help to form the conclusion in the reader's mind. 

Thus. in KSTK style. the thesis statement is often not in the text but in 

the reader's mind. 

2. 7 Communicative Stvle AfFected with the Cultiiral Value 

One valued Oriental communicative style in general is to be 

humble in expressing an opinion and in shapfng an idea with readers. 

The miter tends not to make his or her own statement explicit and 

precise because doing so might exclude the readers' point of view. and 

that would be perceived as arrogant in Oriental culture (Lee & 



Scharcella, 1992). 

Japanese culture. 

This feature seems to be partidarly noticeable in 

In Japanese rhetoric style. for example. the au th or*^ 

opinion can be embedded between the Unes instead of stating it direcüy. 

Oriental rhetoric, however, does not leave the reader guessing 

something out of nothing. There exists a certain sociocultural 

background that helps the readers to elicit the writer's intention. 

Takano (1993) describes this type of cornmunfcative style as follows: 

Mind-reaàing takes place without serious misunderstanding 

of the real intentions of the speaker/writer. The ideal 

communication for Japanese is one in which the listener/reader 

can adequately anticipate the needs. wants. and reactions of the 

speaker/writer, irrespective of whether they are expIicitly stated 

(p.481. 

Eliciting the writer's intention from the text written in a reader- 

responsible style seerns like mind-reading. however it is possible in a 

culture where eveqone is sensitive to the consensual n o m  of most 

cultural and social issues. For example. in a culture like Japan's where 

the majority of the people foliow the social and cultural nom. it is not 

hard to assume what is on another's mind. Also. where people are 

brought up with education that places more emphasis on standardizing 

knowledge (regarding things mandatory to how). it is relatively easy to 

make an assumption as to what the readers' background knowledge 

rnight be. The writer works with the target reader in rnind. 

Another communicative style valued in Oriental cultures is the 

expectation of a certain level of reader's knowledge. niere is an 



underlying assumption that the more educated the readers are the better 

the& understanding. The writer thus also makes some kuid of 

açsumption as to how knowledgeable their readers should be. The 

readers are responsible for the depth of content understanding. The 

readers also have been trained to assume correctly what the author has 

intended to Say. The writer. therefore, does not have to include much 

detail regarding things the target readers are expected to know. I t  is very 

Merent from the expectation in Western cultures. where a writer has to 

be fully responsible for clarity in the text without regard to the 

background howledge of the readers. 

2- 8 Beaders' Exrzectations of Text and Coherence 

Text which uses an unfarniliar writing convention would violate a 

reader's expectation. Any writers or readers who are not aware of cross- 

cultural rhetorical differences would naturally apply their flrst language 

rhetorical pattern. The fwst language rhetorical pattem is always 

perceived as the most appropriate one and any other language patterns 

would be üIogical and incoherent It is therefore quite reasonable that 

ESL writers usuaily apply their flrst language rhetorical pattern in 

second language writings and as a result native-English readers may flnd 

ESI, writings awkward and unsatisfying. 

For readers who are used to the logical argumentative construction 

of topic development in the hear Arlstotellan manner. the Japanese 

KSTK pattern of topic development may be perceived as somewhat 

circular, conflicting with their expectation of expository writing 

(Reynolds. 1993). This description of the perception of Oriental ESL 



texts might have been Muenced by Kaplan's diagrams which observed 

Oriental discourse style as an inward-swirling figure in contrast to 

English as a h e a r  Bgure (1966). and which was explaineci in more detail 

in Chapter 1. For example. Chinese ESL students' writings. foilowing 

the KSTK pattern. are often perceived as indirect, digressive. and loosely- 

developed (Cai. 1 993). 

Coherence is difftcult to study and to teach (Enkvlst. 1990). A 

number of studies have investigated the way to improve coherence in 

written text. Halliday and Hasan (1976) examined cohesion. which is 

the basis for maktng a text coherent (Camell. 1982), by a rather 

mechanical Unguistic level of analysis. By examining the inter- and 

intra-sentential level of the 'Uaison' of words, and cohesive tïes. they 

attempted to present the density of cohesion. m a  COMO~ has been 

trying to teach coherence of wrîting as one method to improve ESL 

writing (Cerniglia. Medsker & Cornor. 1990: Connor & Faxmer. 1990). 

For example. teaching "topical structure analysis" to ESL students to 

help their revision process is one of her signiacant research areas. 

Cerniglia. Medsker & Comor (1990) found that: 

Topical structure d y s i s .  originally developed by Lautamatti 

(1978) for the purpose of describing coherence in texts. focuses on 

the semantic relationships that exist between sentence topics and 

the discourse topic. Through topical structure analysfs. these 

relationships can be studied by looking at sequences of sentences 

and examining how topics in the sentences work through the text 

to progressively build meaning (p. 127). 



By using topical structure analysis as a revision tml. Connor and 

Faxmer (1990) taught intemediate- and advanced-level ESL students to 

develop clearer focus of topics. in other words better coherence in 

writing. The result was positive feedback from students. Students 

became more capable of editing their writlng. Extensively. CemigIia. 

Medsker. & Connor (1990) designed a cornputer-assisted program of 

topical analysis to irnprove coherence of writing. particularly for ESL 

students. They seemed to receive positive feedback for this approach as 

well. 

Making text coherence is not only a matter of what is written. but 

also depends on the interaction between the writer and the reader. in 

this interaction, the social and cultural background knowledge of the 

reader are intricately Wed.  The social and cultural background 

knowledge includes the reader's expectation about the way a text 

organized. That is a kind of fi-amework. a schemata. which a writer or a 

reader applies in the process of wrîting or reading. Should the writer and 

the reader apply different schemata. the writer's intention would not be 

conveyed to the reader. Thus. by applying a different schemata. the 

coherence of the text could be transformed or even perceivecl as 

incoherent. This is the result of cultural differences in textual features 

rather than grammatical interference. 

In a culture U e  North America's where the writer is responsible for 

what is written and how it is conveyed to the reader. having a predictable 

rhetorical pattern helps the reader to decode what was intended. Carreii 

(1984. 1985) clairns that the comprehension of the text becomes better if 

the readers are familiar with the rhetorical organization. However. the 

comprehension of the text could be disturbed by applying a Merent 



rhetorical scheme in reading. The problem of ESL writing is that the 

rhetorical schemata applied by non-native English writers are 

incongruent with the schemata applied by native English-readers. Sfnce 

the rhetoric works like a code to create coherence between the text and 

the reader's mind. it is important for ESL students to leam the 

rhetorical code of English-speaking culture in order to be proficient in 

writing . 

2. 9. Misconce~tions about Enash Expositorv Structurg 

There are at least two more points that may lead to 

misconceptions for Japanese ESL students in acquiring the norm of 

Englïsh expository writing. One is a conceptual misunderstanding that 

cornes fkom the term essay. and the other is misidentifkation of 

rhetorical structure for expository writing. 

2.9.1 A hdisconce~tion that Cornes From fiie Teq& "Es* 

Japanese language uses many words adopted from foreign languages. 

When a foreign word is adopted, the pronunciation of the word is often 

modifled siighfly to be more suitable to Japanese phonology. Also quite 

often the word is W t e d  to a certain usage. A word could be 

misconceptualfied because of this limited use. For example, the word 

e s s q  is one of the adopted words comrnonly used in Japanese. The 

pronuriciation of essay would be more like essei and written in katakana 

(foreign words are written in katakana) as 1 r -k- . In Japanese. 
essei refers to a personal journal or a short easy-reading story that 

includes the writer's personal opinions or speculations and narrative 



style is quite acceptable. T'he word that Ls equivalent to the North 

American expository essay is a* (ronbun) in Japanese. 

Before Japanese ESL students become familiar with the notion of 

essay writing in North America. they tend to misinterpret the term essay 

as essei For example. the subject of th& case study mentioned that she 

did not realize e s s q  meant fg* (ronbun) when she was assignecl to 

mite one in the ESL course. Only later. when she understood the 

notion of expository writing. was the word essay reconceptuaïized as 

ronbun in the other words, if ESL students were not taught essay as an 

expositoqr writing format dong with a expkit and distinctive example. 

they may keep to a format that is not appropriate for North American 

essay writing. 

2.9.2 w n t i f i n 8  the Common Mode1 of Eapos- W m  . . 

Another point that may lead Japanese and other Orientai ESL 

students to misconceptuaïizing English expository writings is the 

misidentification of the cornmon model of expositoxy writing. FPT, 

because of its fom. As mentioned earlier (see. 2. 5). the North American 

cornmon model of writing for exposition and the Oriental 

(ki-shoo-ten-ketsu) look similar in terms of the form of the structure. 

Oriental ESL students often transfer the KSTK pattern in place of the 

five-paragraph structure for expository writing (Cai. 1993: Hinds. 1982. 

Takano. 1993). Even if students were taught the FR. they may stU 

apply the Oriental KÇTK pattern to the FPT bemuse of misidentifylng 

m. 



The purpose and value of writing is aiso different in Oriental 

school c u r r f d a  (Kohn, 1992: Lee & Scarcella. 1992). For example. in 

Japan compositions are mostJy assigned to learn the aesthetic aspect of 

literacy and not so much emphasis is placed on learning the log id  

argumentation or persuasiveness. Students are encouraged to express 

their own feelings in writings, so a personal style is quite acceptable. 

A pilot study that showed evidence of Oriental students' misconceptions 

about the North Arnerican exposition. FPI: will be introduced in the next 

section. 

2. 10 A Pilot Studv of Shoo Ten-Ketsu' 9 .  - - 

A pilot study by Anthony â Harama (1996) examined native- 

speaker and Oriental ESL students' Mering conceptions of expository 

writings. In this study. fhre passages on the same topic wrïtten with five 

dinerent rhetorical patterns were used to examine the students' 

perceptions of the rhetorical patterns. These passages were designed to 

be equivalent. incorporating the same length. reading level number of 

earthquake facts. but were composed with different rhetorical features. 

Three of the five passages were in English expository style varying 

in tenns of some weU-formed conventions: one of these has marked 

cohesion: another lacked explicit cohesion; and the other refîected a 

conventional cause-effect pattem with an oblique opening paragraph. 

TWo other passages were written in style unconventional for Enmsh 

exposition: one in the personal recount style. and the other representing 

a traditional Orlental pattem, ki-shoo-ten-ketsu. 



The subjects were seven Oriental language spealcexs (two Japanese. 

two Chinese. and three Taiwanese) and eight Canadian shidents. 

Chinese and Japanese speakers percefved the traditional KSTK as the 

most Umar. One ESL student made an interesmg remark to the text 

written in appropriate North Arnericm expository style. She commented 

that the text was too boring and not well-written because it did not 

contain a subtheme. which the KSTK pattern should include. 

The main findings of this study were that Oriental ESL students 

perceived the KSTK pattem as most logical and linear. and that 

Canadian students do not seem to know what is a good expository 

writing pattern (Anthony & Harama. 1996). 

The difference in perception of good writing features may lead to 

dinerent writing styles. Since Oriental ESL students' perception of good 

expositov writing proved to be different from native Engbh speakers' in 

the pilot study. the foliowing sections will examine how a Japanese ESL 

çtudent produces expository writing. If transferring KSTK pattern to 

expository writings in Engüsh is one of the particuiar tendencies of 

Oriental ESL students (Cd. 1993; Kaminium & Oi. 1994; fIinds, 1982, 

1987, 1990; Oi & Kamirnura. 1995; Sawada. 1977: Takano. 1993). the 

questions are how the transferred features appear in expository writîng. 

and in what way they are different from the conventions of Engiish 

expository wrimg. 



Chapter m. Method 

3. 1 n e  SubJect of this Case Studv 

The subject of this study is a female Japanese student who came 

to Canada after flnfshing her university education (B.Ed.) and several 

years of working experience as a high school teacher in Japan. AU of her 

educational background up to and including her bachelor's degree was in 

Japan. Furthermore. this ESL student had a fhm background in the 

Japanese language and cuihire before she came to leam writhg in her 

foreign (second) language. English. The subject came to Canada and 

joined an ESL course. and this was her Arst experience in an Engiish- 

speaking environment to leam EngUsh. She had a basic knowledge of 

English grammar from her previous studies in Japan but did not have 

many communication skills or writing experience in English. For 

exarnple. she had difficulty communicating with her homestay family 

when she came to Canada. Also. she had few opportunities to pracffce 

writing English in Japan. Her first ESL courses included trainfng in 

writing that consist of sentence-level exercises. Following the ESL 

courses. she proceeded to attend regular university classes. She has kept 

aU of her writings. fiom the Brst ESL course through the university 

courses. 

The chronological order of the subject student's experience in 

Canada follows. She started Intemiediate 1 ESL fkom May until July. 

1992: she then worked for 8 months and following that she enrolled in 

Aduanced II ESL f'rom September until Decernber. 1993: Foundatlon ESL 

English & EngUçh 067 fkom Januaxy untü April. 1994; and 3 semesters of 



reg* undergraduate courses h m  September, 1994 unal December, 

1995. The University courses were Engllsh 2 15. Econo~nics 1 1 1, 

Anthropology 11 1, History 11 1. History 112. Sociology 112. and 

Geography. 290. She then started in a Masters' program at the 

University of Victoria in January, 1996. 

started 
Jan. 1996 

Table 2. Summary of ESL experience 

The subject's text wrlting experience started when  she started 

Advanced II. Before this course. in Intermediate I she had sentence-level 

exercises or@. From the Advanced II period some expository writings 

were evident. According to the subject. she leamed the basic form of 

academic writings. the five-paragraph essay. in the Advance II and 

Engiish 067 courses. The focus of this study was placed on these ESL 

periods because it was the time the subject leamed a second language 

(L2) rhetonc flve-paragraph theme and because it seems to be the most 

important transitional stage of rhetoric. 

The three year period that was studied to examine the development 

of writing skill includes eleven months of ESL classes. eight months 

employment, and one year undergraduate study. Four writing samples 

are from the ESL period and three from the undergraduate course period. 

In  her working period. no texts was written by the subject. 

intermed I 

Mar-July 
1992 

Work 

8 months 

Advanced II 

Sep.- Dec. 
1993 

Foundation 
EngJfsh& 
English 067 

Jan.-Apr. 
1994 

Undeqgadua 
te courses 

Sep. 1994- 
Dec. 1995 



3. 2 Writing Sarnples 

The signincant feature of this case of ESL writing development is 

that all of the subject's compositions written through her ESL period 

and later in her University courses have been kept. The early stage of her 

collection includes several ciraft forrns as weU as the h a 1  versions and 

some include the instructors* comments. 

According to the subject student. she had to make many revisions 

when m t i n g  for the Advanced II ESL course. The instructor of this 

course assisted in the revision process. For example. one terrn paper for 

this course. "Math," was revised h e  times with the assistance of the ESL 

instnictor. The next period of ESL training invohred Foundation English 

and Enghsh 067. In these courses revision was a rarity. but rather the 

emphasis was on producing a text more rapidly. During this period. the 

instmctor did not help much with the revision process. 

Later. as an undergraduate student. she produced papers for the 

regular course work. Sometimes the revisions were assisted by a 

classrnate. but those pre-ha1 revisions were not kept. 

Not all the samples could be used for this study since the focus of 

this study was strictly on the rhetorical features of expository wrîting. 

and not all of the course assignments were suited to this category. The 

total collection of wrtting samples includes many Werent types of texts 

such as sentence-level exercises. short narrative stories. poems. book 

reviews. short expository writings. and academic essays. The sentence- 

level exercises. narrative writings and free writings (such as stories and 

poems) are excluded fiom this study. For example, no samples were used 

from the flrst ESL course. Intermediate 1, because the ody  samples 



produced in this course were sentence-level exerdses. Also. some 

undergraduate courses did not produce writing assignments which could 

be used for the purpose of this study. For example. in EnWh 2 15. an 

equivalent to Grade 12 En@sh. most of the writing assignments were of 

a narrative style. Furthexmore. the grades of some courses were 

evaluated by examination rather than tenn paper. Other course tenn 

papers were in a point-form report style and those papers were excludeci 

fkom this study as well. Ody expository writings in an essay fom were 

targeted for this study. Examples of the subject's academic writings 

appear beginning September. 1993. 

Seven samples were selected for detailed examination in this study. 

They included book reviews and academic essays. The selections spanned 

36 months h-om the early stage of her ESL course work. September. 1993. 

to the end of her undergraduate studies. December. 1995. The Rrst four 

samples selected are from the ESL period, Advanced II. September- 

December. 1993. and Foundation & Engiish 067. Januaxy-April. 1994. 

This period is assumed to be the transitional period kom Japanese 

rhetoric to English rhetoric. I t  was expected to be the period when the 

most signiûcant rhetoric changes occurred. There are four samples h m  

this period: "Friends" and 'Traveler" are short compositions assigned as 

practice in expository writing; "Math" is a research paper; and '?tao 

Stories" is a book review. The other three writing samples were academic 

essays written h-om October. L994, to October. 1995. These three 

samples were chosen from consecutive six month periods. These three 

samples were expository writings for academic purposes WTftten for the 

subject's regular undergraduate course work. 



The chronological order of writing samples examfned here are 

"Friends" written in September to October. 1993: "Math" in November to 

December. 1993: 'Traveler." January. 1994; "Cornparison of Two Stories," 

Febmary. 1994; "Gender." in October. 1994; 'Two Poets." April. 1995: and 

'Women's Rights," in September to October. 1995. Tho of these writing 

samples. "Friends" and "Math." included severaï revisions that had been 

kept. and that enabled the cornparison of the flrst and the Anal draffs of 

these writings. The other fine samples were available only in their final 

versions. 

Table 3. Summaw of selected texts 

3. 3. Method of Analysis 

The analysis of this study is twofold: 1) the linguistic level and 2) 

the rhetorical level. For the linguistic level of analysis. two types of 

cohesive ties. pronominal references and conjunctions. were examined. 

For the rhetorical level of analysis. the topic-structure was examined in 

detail* 

As mentioned in Chapter 1. grammatical or syntactic mistakes of 

the ESL writings are not considered in this study. Rather. the emphasis 

is on investigating other elements of ESL writing features that are 

negatively perceived by native EngUsh readers. In addition to analysis of 

the texts themselves there are also instructor's comments on several 

samples. By examining instnictors' feedback it is possible to report a 



native speakeis perception of these ESL writing samples. This study's 

aim is to distinguish ESL features that are confusing and codd be 

negatively perceived by native Engiish readers because of their 

unconventionality in expositoxy writings. The criteria used in this study 

will be expiained in the following sections. 

3.3. 1 ~ i s h c  Levei of Analys& . . 

Many researchers (CarreU, 1982; Connor & Kaplan. 1987: Johnson 

& Roen. 1989; Pumes. 1988) point out that being profkient in wrlting 

requires more than the syntactic level of second language skill. For 

example. CarreU (1982) suggests that teaching cohesive ties in Engiish 

would not answer aU the ESL composition problems. Thus. this 

Unguistic level of analysis seeks evidence as to the level of influence of 

syntactic features. the use of cohesive ties. in improving ESL writings. 

In other words, how much does the linguistic level of second language 

skill affect the proficiency of the L2 writing. 

The basic criteria of this linguistic analysis was adopted fkom 

Hailiday and Hasan's study of "Cohesion in Engbh" (1 976). Halliday 

and Hasan broadly classffied linguistic feahues of cohesion in Engiish 

into five categories of cohesive ties: 1) reference. 2) substitution. 3) 

ellipsis, 4) conjunction, and 5) lexical cohesion. By this classification. 

cohesive ties within and between sentences were intended to be 

mechanically analyzed. 

This study examines two categories of cohesive ties. pronominal 

referencess and conjunctions. The selection of these two categories 

modeled the study of Reid (1 992). which partiaiiy adopted from HaMday 

and Hasan's cohesive- tie malysis (1 976). Reid's study (1 992) examined 



four elements of cohesive tles. the referential and conju11ctfve devices. in 

native and non-native Engllsh writings. T'hose were pronouns. 

conjunctions. subordinate conjuncti on openers. and prepositi ons. The 

current study focuses on the examination of five feahws of two types of 

cohesive ties. pronominal references and conjunctions. with detailed 

data. following Reid. Five feahires examined in t u s  study are: 1) 

pronouns. 2) additive-. 3) adversative-. 4) causai-. and 5) temporal- 

conjunctions. 

The reason that pronorninals were selected in this study is that 

one of the features of Oriental and Japanese ESL writings identified in 

the literature is an excessive use of the personal mode in formal writlngs 

(Liebman-Kleine. 1987; Reid, 1992). The use of pronominais. especially 

the Arst person pronoun. is an indicator of a personal mode in writings 

that is often deemed inappropriate for expository writing. In this study. 

every occurrence of pronominals was counted and tabulated as Brst 

person. second person. and third person. as well as singdar or plural. 

Comparing the use of each pronominai allows for the analysis of whether 

the level of personal mode changes over tirne, and dso whether the level 

of personal mode changes depending on the topic of the writing. 

The use of conjunctions was examined because some literature 

indicates that ESL writings seem to show dif5erent use of conjunctions 

as part of their non-native like features (Izzo. 1995: Reid: 1992). 

Conjunctions are cohesive markers. text devices which signal the flow of 

text and help to maintain its coherence. This study examines the use of 

conjunctions and distinguishes them into four types following Halllday 

and Hasan's study (1 976) : additive. adversative. causal. and temporal. 



They were examfned respectively with the distinction of each use of the 

word. 

The examination of the use of cohesive ties will be. first, in the 

data of the revision process. then in the data over the developmental 

process. For the comparison within the revision processes. the k t  and 

the last version of two expositoqr wriüngs will be used to examine the 

influence of cohesive tie use in improving a text. For the comparison 

over the developmentd process. the Hnal versions of seven sample 

writings in chronological order will be used to examine the influence of 

cohesive tie use in improvement of texi over &ne. 

The mode1 study of this linguistic analysis of cohesive ties used a 

computer text-analysis program (Reid. 1992) to faciiitate and simpw 

large scale analysis. But there were also some weaknesses. For example. 

in the cornputer text analysis of cohesion devices. Reid (1992) had to 

Mt the analysis of subordinate conjunction to the flrst word in the 

sentences "because inner sentence subordinate conjunctions occur as 

several parts of speech; as a consequence. they cannot be identifled 

accurately [by computer text-analysis] "(p. 80) The exïsting computer 

text-analysis programs cannot detect words by differentiating their use 

and also cannot distinguish the detailed differences of those words. For 

example. a word iike so c m  be used as an emphasizer of adjective and 

also as a conjunction. The word and can be used as an additive 

conjunction of two or more words and also used as a clause conjunction 

which could sometimes imply more extensive meaning such as then. 

moreover. in addition. etc. Using a computer. detailed analysis to 

classify a word category is not yet possible. Therefore. the word counting 



by cornputer was oniy used for total numbers of words. sentences. or 

paragraphs in this study. The class~cation of cohesive lies in this 

analysis was examined by eye. by hand and a simple calculator. 

3. 3.2 phetorical Jmel of Andvsi~ 

The other anaiysis is rhetorical. This rhetorical level of analysis 

examines whether the ESL writing samples have features transferred 

nom the Japanese rhetorical style. such as ki-shoo-ten-ketsu and 

inductive/deductive rhetorical organization and reader-responsible style. 

To examine the rhetorical level of writing proficiency. topical structural 

analysis was conducted. Topical structure analysis attempts to "describe 

coherence in texts. focusing semantic relationships" (Connor. 1996. p.84) 

that would be created by readers as depicting the relationships between 

sentence topics and the overall discourse topic. I t  also "examines how 

topic repeat. shifi. and retuni to earher topics in discourse" (Cornor. 

1996, p.84). In this analysis the method of Schneider & Connor (199 1) 

was appiied. That is. a coherence diagram was constmcted to graphicaliy 

present the topic of each sentence in an attempt to v i s u a h  the 

coherence of the text. Connor (1996) categorizes the charted types of 

coherence of texts into three types. They are 1) parallel progression. in 

which "topics of successive sentences are the same" (p.84): 2) sequentid 

progression. in which "topics of successive sentences are always dinerent. 

as the comment of one sentence becomes the topic of the next" (p.84-85); 

and 3) extended parallel progression. in which "the Brst and the last 

topics of a piece of text are the same but are intempted with some 

sequential progression" (p. 85). According to the stuày by Schneider and 



Comor (1 99 1). the characteristics of more hfghly rated essays are 'liigh 

proportion of sequential progression" and "an extendeci paralle1 

progression". 

in the process of making the coherence diagram. the topic of each 

sentence was elicited and was charted sequentlally from top to bottom as 

the topic of the text flows. Each sentence was numbered in order within 

each paragraph. For example. 2. 1) means the k t  sentence in the 

second paragraph. 

The position of the topic in the diagram shows the flow of each 

topic in the text. If the topic of the sequenial sentence was closely 

related. the head of the topic is placed close to that of the former topic. 

If the topic of the sequential sentence was not related as closely. the 

head of the topic is placed indented to that of the former topic. In other 

words. the more indented the topic heading, the more indirect the topic 

relation is. 

The coherence diagrans used in this study include a few 

innovations. They are 1) how the topic was elicited; 2) how the multiple 

sentence was treated; and 3) how the topic flow was charted. 

The way the topic was eiicited involved using the original words of 

the sentence to depict it rather than extracting a topic and writing the 

examiner's wording for it. This method was chosen after trying several 

other ways of making a coherence dagram. For example. the method 

appiied Arst was to depict the topic of each sentence and chart in a 

pardel Une if the topic was same (see Figure 1-a). 



re 1 -a Topic identiûcation pattern 1 

1. 1) rubic cube--oriental 
2) oriental brain 
3) soive pU221e 

2. 1) math score 
2) factor 
3 1 

3. 1) diîTerence owning textbook 
2) owning textbook 
3) owntng textbwk 
4) ownng tuctboak--studcnts' volition 
5 1 studuits* volition 
6 1 keep textbook clean 
7 without owning textbook 

However. this method involved too much manipulation by the researcher 

to elicit the topic. Mer several trials. using the original phrasing fkom 

the raw data was chosen to chart the topic of each sentence. (see Figure. 

mure 1-h Topic identification pattern 2 

1. 
1) a. 
b. 

2) a. 
b. 

2. 1) 
2) 

3. 1) 
textbook 

2) a. 
b. 

31 
41 
5 1 
61 a. 

b. 
7)  a. 

b. 

sohrlng rubic puzzle in a short period 
bat because 1 was oriental 

It was not by accident that 1 solved puzzie 
bat. I don't think 1 have a speciai abfflty 

intelligence and math achievement 
However. other factors 

One of the important factors maklng students' attitude different is owning 

Japanese government give us textbooks in eiementary 
and &ter J~nlor  hfgh parents pay for them 

Hcrc school owing textbook 
owing textbook 1s important because tt  relates to students' volition 

s tuden ts' volition 
Students cannot make notes 

becrume they have to keep textbaok clean 
If student want to study at home 

it IS dmcult without owing tuctbook 

Whiie following this approach may make the diagram appear more 

complicated. it excludes any examiner's bias in decading the topic. 



The second innovation invohred the treatment of multiple 

sentences. In the subfect's writîngs ali mulople sentences were handled 

as two-sentence units and charted respective@. The lettering. a. or b. 

marks the differentiation between sentences in one multiple sentence 

unit. This treatment was added because there were sometimes more 

than two topics in one multiple-sentence unit and those needed to be 

treated separately. 

Another innovation involved indicating cohesive markers in bold 

type in the diagrans, thus highlighting their use. This simplifies 

cornparisons in the use of cohesive markers as the subject's wrïting 

experîence progresses. (see Figure 2) 

u u r e  2 The example of cohesive marker identification 

1. 1) a. Afthough, M i t  time and place 
b.. two imagïst pets had simiiar experiences 

2) a. both learned 'haiku' 
b.. and employ images of Oriental iiterature 

3) there are sWarities between their poerns in diction, iniagery and sentence 
structure 

The fourth innovative feature was the differentiation of text 

organization. such as deductive or inductive. or KSI1(-Uke quasi- 

inductive style. Following a FPT or the most common type of North 

American acadernic writing. a topic is expected to develop in a deductive 

manner. On the contrary. Japanese rhetoric often employs a quasi- 

inductive style. which is a comrnon topic development in KSTK pattern. 

Such overail topic developments could ais0 be indicated in the coherence 

diagram. 



in the case of deductive styie. for example. the beginning of the 

topic flow was started from close to the left margin and the topics of 

sequentid sentences were indented. If ft was the inductive styie. the 

begLnning of the topic flow was placed close to the right m g i n .  and the 

topics of sequentid sentences were indented towards the left. And the 

further the topic was placed h m  the head of the former topic. the more 

distant the relationship of the topics. in other words. the diagram then 

indicates the semantic ties of each sentence by the location of the head 

of each sentence. Figure 3 illustrates this. 

For example. a typical five-paragraph theme could be charted îike 

this: 

F i m e  3 The expected topic move of a topical structure analysis of Bve- 

paragraph theme 

1 - 1) The main topfc 
flrst &ple of the toptc 

second example of the toptc 
third ucample of the topic 

topic statement of the first example 
topic 

topic 
topic 

topic 
topic 

topic 
topic statement of the second example 

topic 
topic 

topk 
topic 

topic 
topic statement of the third example 

topic 
topic 

topic 
toptc 

topic 
topic 

topfc 
ovenriew of contents 

topic summary 
conclusion 



A topic move from left to right means the inductive style. which is 

plotted as follows: 

4-a The expected topic move of a typical inductive style 

topic 
topic 

toptc 
topic 

topic 
topic 

topf c 
topic statement 

The Merentiation between deductive and inductive in the chart was 

developed in the analysis of the sample passages of this study. in the 

beginntng of this analysis. aii topic developments were charted 

sequentiaiiy indented from the left edge because topic flows sequentially 

the same in both deductive and inductive styles. However. this charting 

created a problem in two points: 1) the visual impression of coherence; 2) 

the connection to the topic statement in the case of inductive topic 

development . 

EfeUre 4-h The false chart of inductive topic move 

topic statement of the Brst example 
topf c 

topic 
topic 

topic 
topic 

topic 
topfc 

topic 
topic 

topic 
topic 

topic 
topic 

topic statement 



For example, in Figure 4-b the paragraph 3 has inductive topic 

development When the paragraph is written in inductive style. the topic 

of the k t  sentence of the paragraph is usuayI close to the previous 

topic. which would be at 2. 7). Then. &ter the topic develops. the topic 

statement is the 1 s t  sentence of the paragraph. and is charted towards 

the left edge because it is the topic statement. in Figure 4-b. the visual 

distance between sentences 3. 7) and 3. 8) makes it look very incoherent 

although they are coherent in the actual text- To make the chart more 

accurately represent the coherence of the text, the chart should appear 

like this: 

Efeure 4-c The altered chart of inductive topic move 

t topic statement of the flrst example 
t topf c 
1 topic 
1 topic 
1 topfc 
1 topic 
1 toptc 
l topic 

opic 
topic 

topic 
topic 

toplc 
toplc 

topic statement 

In this way, intra-sentential cohesion can be accurately charted as weii 

as the sequential topic flow. 



. . 
3.3.3 Cop/unct Feature at both the m d  -cai Level 

Another feature considered in the analysis is the awareness of the 

personal and impersonal modes of writfng with an intent to examine any 

specific genre-approach that might help ESL writers to elhinate negathre 

elements and to leam more appropriate genre types for academic 

purPo-* 

In this study. the main focus was on the examination of the 

inappropriate use of the personal mode in the expository writings. Any 

formal writings. including academic writings. usuaily avoid using the 

personal mode. However. novice Oriental E S L  students' writings often 

exhibit an excessive use of the personal mode. simply because their 

writing experience in their first language followed a different approach 

toward iiteracy. The use of personal mode was analyzed by caiculating a 

percentage based on counting the k t  person pronominals (I and we) 

and dividing them by the total word count. 



4. 1. The Sarn~les 

The flrst four samples. "Friends." "Math." 'Traveler." and 'Two 

Stories." were from the ESL period Advanceci II ESL and Foundation & 

Engiish 067 fkom September. 1993 to April. 1994. Durlng this eight 

month period, the subject student studied the FPT. and was assumed to 

have learned the new F R  rhetoricai style. In other words. this is the 

period the subject ESL student moved from the linguistic level of exercise 

to the rhetorical level of writing exercise. It is in this period that the 

most drastic change in her writing occurred. especially with regards to 

rhetorical style. 

The other three sarnples. "Gender." ' n o  Poets," and 'Women's 

Rights." were culied fkom the subject's undergraduate courses. fkom 

September. 1994 to November. 1995. over Bfteen months m e r e  was a six 

month period between each of these three samples). 

The Arst four samples spanned a shorter time duration (only eight 

months total). as it is this time that was assumed to produce the most 

drastic change in the subjects* rhetorical level of writing development. 

The changes in writing over time wilI be examined by comparing the data 

of ail the final texts of seven samples. 

4. 2 Linguistic level of Anaiysis: Cohesive Tieg 

4.2.1 -sis of Cohesive Ties Beween the Fit -the Venipns 

First. two sets of the k t  and the h a 1  draft were compared to 

examine the use of cohesive ties. pronominals and conjunctions. One 

set is titled, "Friends" and the other is "Math." "F'riends" was one of the 



eariiest of the writing samples. written in September. 1993. 'Math" was 

written over November and December, 1993, as a term paper for the 

Advanced II ESL course. 

Table 4 shows detailed data of cohesive ties from the Rrst and the 

last version of "Friends." 

Table 4 . "Friends": Cornparison of the k t  and the Anal drafts in the 
use of pronominals and conjunctions 

la pronominaIs 
1 
me/my/myself 
they / their/ them 
we - -  - 

4. C O ~ C T I O N  
4a additive 2 

and (noun) 1 - 
and (verb/ciause 
or) 

4d temporal 
before/after 
when 

There are Merences in the raw data of frequency of cohesive ties 

between those two versions of "Friends." However, as the total word 

count indicates. the length of each passage is also quite dlnerent. The 

Rrst version of "Friends" has 168 words, whiie the last has 283, 115 more 

untii then - 
Total word count 168 

1 
283 



than the Brst version. To compare the density of the use of cohesive ties, 

it can be helpful to chart the raw data in percentages. The percentage of 

each cohesive tie was calculated by dividing the sum of the woràs of each 

section of cohesive ties by the total word count. 

Table 5 Friends: Cornparison of cohesive ties in percentage 

TJrpe 
1. REFERENCE: 
Ia oronomhals 

There are differences in the percentage of cohesive ties in aU types 

except adversative conjunction. Additive conjunction and temporal 

conjunction types increased, whiie pronominals and causal conjunction 

decreased. There was. however, no signiRcaxzce in this rate of change. 

The reason for this seems to be the broad rewriting of content as weIl as 

the difference in length from the Rrst to the last version, and the content 

change seemed to affect the use of cohesive ties. Because of the 

extensive content revision of "Friends," it is difRcult to judge whether the 

changes in cohesive ties are signlffcant or not. 

The second sample. "Math." was selected since the total length and 

content were relatively unchanged after many revision processes. Table 6 

4d temporal 
Total Word Count 

menfi8 Ir1 

22.0 (96) 

ma& fanal 

15.5 (%) 

0.6 
168 

1.8 
1 

283 



shows the raw data of each of the cohesive ties used in two versions of 

"Math." 

Table 6 "Math" : Cornparison between the first and the Bnal cirafts in the use of 
pronominals and conjunctions 

1. REFERENCE= 
la pronominats 

I 
thqr 
them 
the& 
we/us 
she/his 

4. C O m C T I i o N  
4a additive 

and (noun comection) 
and (verb/clause connection) 
or 
in addition to 
for exampIe 

according to 

4b adversative 
but 
however 
aithough/ though 
in contrast to 

442 c a d  
SO 

as 
because 
if 
therefore 
besides 
fn fact 

4d temporal 
before/after 
Arst/second 
when 
while 

Total word count 

Math #b 



The percentage of cohesive tie use was caiculated by following the 

same procedure for the previous chart of ''F'riends." 

Table 7 Math: Cornparison of cohesive ties in percentage 

I I Math # 1 1 Math Ftaril I 

I . I 

"Math" reveals no major change in the ffequency of each type of 

cohesive tie. even though a lot of change was observed in the revision 

process to make it more coherent (this will be shown in the section 4. 3 

where coherence diagram is presented). This could be an evidential 

result in support of the daim by Carreii (1982) and Kaplan (1987). who 

said that coherent writing requires more than a linguistic level of 

cohesion. 

However. the s m d  difference in the density of cohesive ties was 

observed in the use of pronominals and causal conjunction. Both of 

them were reduced slightly from those in the Rrst version. The reason for 

the reduction in the percentage of pronominals relates to the reduction 

of the personal tone in the writing style. The use of the first person 

pronoun. 1. for example, was considerably reduced in the last version (to 

be explained in more detail in section 4. 3. 2). The following excerpts 

will show the obvious difference in the use of pronomhals. 

4a additive 
4b adversative 

I 

4cï temporai I O. 1 
Total Word Count 1223 

O. 1 
I 

1348 

0.3 
O. 1 

0.3 
0.1 



An excent from the k t  d d  of " M a u  

When 1 was teaching. I was struggllng how 1 can cover the 

currjculum. 1 always felt the class tirne was not s a d e n t  to do aîi 

of the curriculum. Sure& the cUlTiCUIum of Japanese education îs 

tough even though it is getting decreasing its contents. Because 

the length of Japanese school year is two months longer than 

North Americarz's. and other subjects are emphasized as weU as 

mathematics. so teachers can teach much less things each year. I 

guess. 

An excerpt from the last draft of "Math" 

The amount of material covered in Canada is very Merent 

h m  that covered in Japan. Whüe 1 was teaching, 1 was struggling 

to think how 1 could cover the curriculum. I aiways felt the class 

time was not sufficient to do all of the curriculum. Surely the 

curriculum of Japanese education is tough even though its 

contents is decreasing. 1 beiieve. beause the length of Japanese 

school year i s  two months longer than North American's. and 

other subjects are emphasized as weil as mathematics. teachers 

can teach more less things each year. 

The reduction in the percentage of causal conjunctions seems to be 

related to the change in organization of the sentence structure and aiso 

the reduction of mecessary iinkage of contents. In the Arst ciraft, 

because of the simple grammatical mistakes or the novice use of cohesive 



markers. there were a number of inappropriate conjunctions which could 

be rectifled by changing the rhetorid organization. 

. * 
4.2.2. Swcul&on about the difierent ~ s u l t s  in the d w  of coheswe betwee~ 

II . . over remion procw 

One reason for the Merent results in the frequency of cohesive 

ties between "Friends" and "Math" may relate to the ciifference in total 

length and in content fkom the flrst to the last draft. The change in 

word count of "Friends" was quite broad for such a short essay, from 168 

in the Arst sample to 283 words in the la&. Thus the total number of 

words increased by 115, or 6890 (283 divided by 168) for the final draff. 

In consequence the contents had been changed considerably. On the 

other hand. "Math" did not change much Ln total length. A change h m  

1223 to 1348 words meant an increase of on.@ 1096 (1348 dMded by 

1223) for the BnaI draft. While the last version of "Friends" was quite 

different in content fi-om the first version, like a rewritten text, the last 

version of "Math" rnaintained mostly the same content as the first 

version. only siightly edited. 

While the apparent inconsistency in the fkequency of use of 

cohesive ties between the first and the last version of "Friends" seemed to 

result mainly from the broad change of content. almost the same density 

of cohesive ties was observed in the f h t  and the last versions of "Math." 

Since the revision of "Friendst' seems to be the consequence of rewriting 

rather than a revision. the data of "Math" would probably make for a 

better comparative study of cohesive ties over the revision process. in 



Table 8. the frequencies of cohesive ffes are charted for the flrst and the 

last drafts of both "Friends" and "Math." 

Table 8 Percentage of each type of cohesion 
( the number of words of each type dMded by total word count). 

1. REFERENCE: 
1 a pronominals 
4. WIiS;JUNCTION= 
4a additive 

From the comparative data on "Math" it can be concluded that 

there is no signif'icant change between the first and the h a 1  draft in the 

use of pronorninals and conjunctions. In other words. cohesive ties are 

not so influential as to make the ha1 ciraft of "Math" more coherent. 

This data could be evidential support for the claim by Kaplan (1987) that 

to make ESL writings fluent. more than the iinguistic level of fluency is 

required. Also. as Carrel1 (1982) claims. "cohesfon is not the cause of 

coherence: . . . it's the effect of coherence" (p.486). the hguisti c elements 

such as cohesive ties seem not to be so influential in fmproving the total 

coherence in the linguistic level. 

4.3.3 m i s  of Chronological C h a e  in C e s i v e  Ti= 

The second analysis of cohesive ties examines whether there is any 

chronological change in the use of pronominals and conjunctions. This 

Riends #l 

22.0 (%) 

1.2 
4b advemative 
4c c t a d  
4d temporaf 

Total Word Count 

1.8 
2.4 
0.6 
168 

1 I 

1.8 
1- 1 
1.8 
283 

-th Final 

1 

4.0 (%) 

0.3 

Riendsfimî 1 M8th il 

15.5 (%) 

3.5 
0. 1 
0.2 
0.1 

1223 

4.2 (%) 

0.3 
I 

0.1 
O. 1 
0.1 

1348 



chronological cornparison fs to determine whether the consequential 

developmental features can be obsewed over the Bnal version of seven 

samples in the use of cohesive tles in expository writîng. 

Table 9 Percentage of each type of cohesfve ties in seven writing sarnples 
(the number of words of each type divided by total word count) 

As Table 9 indicates. there seem to be no obvious or significant 

changes found over the seven sample writings. If anything couid be 

speculated. it would regard the use of pronorninals. The density of 

pronominal reference. which relates to the degree of personai tone tn 

each writing sample. seems to decrease as the subject gains more 

experience in writirig exposition. The latter three w-riüngs. "Gender." 

'Two Poets." and 'Women's rights" have less density in the use of 

pronominals than the eariier samples. Also the topic of the writing 

seems to relate to the degree of personal/impersonal tone. For example. 

"Friends" and 'Ikaveler" expressed a higher degree of personal tone. while 

"Math" used the least degree of personal tone among the subject's early 

'rime 
1. REFERENCE: 

~o~ 
4. CONJUNcMON= 
adâitive 
adversetive 
causal 

-1 
Oct. '93 

15.6Oh 

3.5 
1.8 
1.1 

[Final) 
Nov. '93 

4.M 

3.0 
8.9 
1.3 

Jan. '94 

13.3 O h  

2.1 
3.2 
1.1 

Stories 
Feb. '94 

8.7% 

2.8 
1.8 
1.3 

Oct. '94 

5 . 2 O h  

1.6 
1.4 
1.1 

Pott8 
Apr. '95 

4.5% 

5.3 
0.8 
0.8 

Rights 
Oct. '95 

3.g0h 

2.7 
1.7 
2.2 



four wx-itfngs in the three-month ESL course. niese results could 

suggest that "Friends" and 'Travelef are more personal topics. while 

"Math" represents the least personal topic among the four samples in the 

earlier period. 

Based on this analysis. the use of conjunctions seems to vary in 

densiv between the seven samples but these changes are easiiy 

accounted for by topic features and may not indicate a developmental 

trend. This fincihg matches the result of Goldman and Murray's study 

(1992). that overall performance levels in English are "not primarily 

associated with merential patterns among the connectors 

[conjunctions]" (p. 5 1 8). 

4. 3. metorical Level of Analvsis 

The rhetorical level of analysis will examine ESL features in the 

writing samples. especiaiiy those features that may appear awkward to 

native-English readers for their unconventional features of English 

expository writing. The main focus. then. will be on flnding those 

features transferred from Japanese rhetorical pattems. such as ki-shoo- 

ten-ketsu. quasi -inductive. and reader-responsible styles. 

4.3. 1 Comoarison of Topic Structure Between &e F i  Version of the Tex? 

The k t  question in a rhetorical level of analysis is whether any 

significant change in the rhetorical level occumd over the revision 

process. For this cornparison. the coherence diagram of the first and the 

last version of "Friends" and "Math" will be used. 



Figure 5 below represents the first version of "Friends". 

5 The Coherence Diagram A r A y s h  of the k t  Version of "Men&" 

have a lot of fiiends in Japan 
filends are people who 1 can talk to 

80. I have a lot of fiiends 
but. 1 do not have so many hem 

When 1 talk to my ktends 
I expect something whlch 1 c m o t  get by my sclf from them. 

For ecunple. 
expect them to gWe me some advises 

Of course, 1 will give thcm back some as weii 
1 do not mean those a m  just good thfngs. 

Friends Lnfluencx each other, 
becruse. the& own wcperiences are al1 differcnt 

have a lot of them lfke those in Japan 
---they are different 

but. thq are aU Japancse 
If 1 get multicu~turd f~ends. 

they wiii give me so many things 
It takes a while to be friuids 

but, 1 want ta have M m d s  as many as 1 can. 

in this Arst version of "Friends." grammatical and syntactîc mistakes 

were apparent but they WU not be discussed here as they are not the 

main concern of this study (see Chapter 2). 

Clearly. the rhetorical organization in the Rrst version of "Friends" 

is not weU stmctured as an Engiish exposition. The main theme 

statement is not clear enough in the h t  sentence. Although the Brst 

sentence includes a word that indicates the topic of this passage. 

"Friends." the statement is rather oblique for an opening sentence. As 

the diagram shows, both the Brst and the last sentences of the passage 

may give an obscure impression of what the writer intended to Say. as 

there is no topic statement in the opening sentence but just an 

indication of the topic. This type of topic development is adequate in 

Japanese rhetoric. but not for English rhetoric and expository writing. 



The next coherence diagram represents the last version of 

"kiends". (Figure 6) 

6 The Coherence Diagram Analysis of the Final Version of "Friendsn 

1. 1) fi-iends are very important 
2) a. 1 have a lot of firends in Japan 

b. and. 1 miss them 
3) a. These are people to whom 1 can talk about myself; 

b. Howcvu. I do not have so many frtends 
2 11 1 have not define frknds/shared ideas 

2) a. When 1 was h the demenGuy school 
b. people who play together 

3) a. in junior-high and high school frfends arc rivais 
4) a. When 1 entercd my university 

b. 1 made a lot of &ends 
5) Undi  then 1 only had frlends wtth similar background 
6) a. Most of these Mends are still rny frlcnds 

b. and. I also made frIends outside of school 
7) a. we could not spend as much time together af ta  graduation 

b. but. we can talk ficely as soon as we meet 
8) friends arc people who support me 

3. 1)a. When I talk to my fiiends. 
b. 1 get something fiom filends. 

2) a. For example. before 1 ddded  to corne to Canada 
b. 1 consulted fiiends 

31 some friends agree, some disagree 
4) fiiends could point out something 1 never thought about 

4. 11 frfends influence each other 
2) a. If 1 get rnulticultural friends. 

b. they wiil gfve me many things 
3) a. It takes while to be friends, 

b. but. I wan t to have as many as 1 can. 

The iast draft displays far better coherence for Enosh-speaMng 

readers than the Rrst. The rhetorical organization of the last version is 

much improved. There is a clear topic statement in the opening 

sentence. and it is followed by a topical structure which flows similar to 

the one in FIT. While the coherence diagram of the Arst version does 

not follow the pattern of FPT, the last version of "Enends" effects a 

rhetorical organization much closer to this pattern. 



The paragraph distinction is also diBrnent between the f h t  and 

last versions. The first version is a one-paragraph passage. and the last 

version ts a four-paragraph passage. One interesting assumption could 

be made here: that the four-paragraph pattern would be more naturad@ 

written than the flve-paragraph because of the KSTK pattern of 

organization. which is more famiiiar for a Japanese ESL student. 

Next. the first and the last versions of "Math" will be examined. 

"Math" was written as an essay exercise. so it is much longer than the 

FET passage expository. The coherence diagram of the h t  and h a 1  

drafts of "Math" foilow in Figure 7 and Figure 8: 



The Coherence Magram Ardysis of the Flrst Version of "Math" 



s h d a i t s u s e c ? l c u l a t o r ~ ~ e a s y ~  
I c s o d t ~ w u h c P l e u l a t a  

butstudmts~&owboartocalculatt 
Jap~ncst fkmcr-~1~1tom cd bardainking 

c-dhudaiorlans 
althtutaMn In ducatbn 

I P ~ t O f h t d C p c o p I e a r c r r q u i r e d t d b c h i g N y ~  
studying 

t h f s i s s t a t l s t l c a u y ~  
k=PfwpracCLct 

sodal and eultipal vaiue 
rn.itwIJuId~wœkInNarthAmalcancducatbri 
stuckutsts attitude and bdkuca -- 

the day of math-Ed. appmach dianges 
andtheywüisucceasmmath 



8 The Coherence Diagram Analysis of the Flnal Version of "Math" 



The topic move indicates the topic development of the text and the 

level of coherence. As the charts show graphically. there are several 

ciifferences in the way each topic moves between the &st and the Bnal 

version. In the Brst version the topic moves much more imegularly. The 

left-side edge of Figure 7 does not display as many paralle1 or sequentiai 

moves. On the other hand. the left-side edge in Figure 8 appears much 

more organized. with a high proportion of sequential progressions which 

indicates topic development with good topical coherence between 

sentences. 

The big change in the b a i  revision was the appearance of a topic 

statement in the flrst sentence of the paragraph. In the last version of 

"Math," most of the paragraphs started with a much clearer topic 

statement than those in the first version. This change helped to improve 

the total quality of the text. The following excerpts fkom the flrst and 

the last version of "Math" shows some examples of the improvement of 

total quality. 

The excerpts from the first version (9th pmgraph): 

i )  When I was teaching, 1 was strugghg how 1 can cover the 

curriculum. 2) 1 always felt the class tirne was not sufficient to do 

ail of the curriculum. 3) Surely the curriculum of Japanese 

education is tough even though it is getting decreasing its 

contents. 4) Because the length of Japanese school year is two 



months longer than North American's. and other subjects are 

emphasized as weU as mathematics. io teachers c m  teach much 

less things each year, I guess. 

Those sentences were changed as follows in the la& version (9th 

paragraph): 

1) The amount of material covered in Canada is very different 

From that covered in Japan. 2) While 1 was teaching. I was 

struggling to think how I could cover the curriculum. 3) 1 aiways 

felt the class time was not s d c i e n t  to do dl of the curriculum. 4) 

Sureiy the cUlTtculum of Japanese education is tough even though 

its contents is decreasing. 5) 1 beliwe. because the length of 

Japanese school year is two months longer than North American's. 

and other subjects are emphasized as weli as mathematics. 

teachers can teach more less things each year. 

Having a topic statement at the Arst sentence of the paragraph made the 

last version much more akin to the North American expository structure. 

Along with the appearance of the topic statement. there is one 

other noteworthy feature regarding topic development in the last version 

of "Math." As explained in Chapter 3. the sequential progression fkom 

left to right indicates deductive style and from right to left indicates 

inductive style. In deductive style the main topic of the paragraph is 

usudy  stated in the k t  sentence. while in inductive style it fs usually 

last. Although the h a 1  version of "Math" has many features of 

inductive style topic development. interestingIy the Arst sentence of 

those inductive paragraphs contains a clear topic statement. However. 

the topic statement of the Arst sentence was not dways a tme topic to 

the paragraph even if it read like one. 



This false topic statement could be very misleading for the 

production of coherence diagram. Some of the first sentences were 

written as if they were the topic statements of the paragraph. The Brst 

paragraph is written in a typical deductive way. if Engkh-spealdng 

readers read only the first sentence. they would perceive that it is the 

topic of the paragraph and also would expect the topic development of 

the paragraph to be a deductive style. However. most of the paragraphs 

of the last version of "Math were wrîtten in the inductive style and the 

true main topic was often embedded somewhere in the paragraph. This 

type of topic development seems to be influenced f'rom Japanese rhetoric. 

speciRcally the quasi-inductive style (Hinds. 1990). 

This quasi-inductive feature can be notably observed in Figure 7. 

the coherence diagram of the h t  version of "Math." The topic 

development does not appear sequential. parallel. or extended-paralie1 

progression. Rather. the topic movement in the coherence diagram 

foilows a wavy c w e .  suggesting that the topic develops sometimes 

deductively and sometimes inductiveiy. These topic shifts would give an 

impression of obiique logical development for native-English readers 

because the topic statement of the paragraph appears unpredictably. The 

main topic statement of the paragraph is sometimes placed at the 

beginning of the paragraph and sometimes at the end. while other times 

it is obliquely embedded in the middle. This is vexy different bom the 

expected type of English expository topic development. In consequence. 

this type of writing would be evaluated as not clear or not very coherent. 

In Japanese rhetoric. however. a clear topic statement would be 

avoided. Rather. the topic is usuayI embedded somewhere indirectly in 

the whole paragraph. Wriüng sofüy is considered more sophisticated in 



general. It is the preferred style in Japanese culture. dthough not 

suitable for Western essay writfng. 

This style is aiso related to the preference for reader-responsible 

style [Hinds. 1987). In reader responsible styie the writer does not reveal 

her opinion directly but is more likely to suggest a position. In 

consequence. the reader-responsible style would be perceived as not clear 

enough for English-speaking readers whose culture conventionaliy uses a 

writer-responsible style. 

This reader-responsible rhetorical feature was described as the 

sequential wavy cunres in Figure 7. However. it couid be considered a 

'spiral' move of topic development if the mode1 of cornrnunicatîon style 

could be described in a three dimensional way. The topic development 

feature in Japanese rhetoric is somehow more three dimensional because 

the reader-responsible style always involves mind-reading that 

"adequately anticipate the needs. wants. and reactions" (Takano. 1993. 

p.48) and also the sociocultural nom. all features which exist beyond 

the written dimension of the text (ref. 2. 7). 

Having analyzed both versions of "Math." it could be concluded 

that the rhetorical organization of the text was greatly altered during the 

revision process. while the Unguistic features (such as cohesive ties. 

examined in section 4. 3. 1) did not alter much between versions. The 

change most apparent in the last version was the topic statement in the 

first sentence of the paragraph. The text was revised to read more iike 

the deductive style. The subject ESL writer revised her text with the 

guidance of her ESL instmctor and this probably accounts for the 

emphasis on changing to the deductive topic development. "Engllsh- 

speaking readers typically expect that an essay wlll be organlzed 



according to a deductive style" m d s .  1990. p.99). and so do ESL 

teachers. Some paragraphs were weii revised into a deductive style. 

Other paragraphs were oniy superficially deducme because of the false 

topic statement. resulting in the quasi-inductive style. 

4.3.2 ChrQllOlPPica1 CQmPênSon of Rhetoriçal Features Over Seven Wri- 

After finding some signiIicant Merences in the topic structure 

between revisions of the same passage. the second question is how have 

the English expository writing features been developed by the subject 

ESL writer over time. For this cornparison. the Anal version of all  seven 

samples wiiI be used. Since the data of two eariiest samples. "Friends" 

and "Math." were already introduced in the previous section. the next 

sarnple is 'Traveler." which is the third in chronological order. 

'Traveler" was written in January. 1994 while the subject was in 

an ESL program. This text was to be a short expository writing exercise. 

This passage contains several unconventional rhetorical features. it wiU 

be shown that those features are infiuenced by Japanese rhetorical 

features which are intricately amalgamated with North American essay 

writing features. Since this text contains many features that need to be 

explained. the presentation of the whole text is necessary. 

1. 1)Travelex-s make many discoveries in visiting foreign countxy. 2)We 

recognized that culture. people and weather are Merent between the our 
country and the countxy which we visit. 3)When 1 went to Australla. I fdt 
that Australia is a big country. and that Australhm are klnd. 4)Besides of 

these feeiings. 1 was hit about m y  Japanese. 



2.  i n e  incident was at Perth airport 211 supposed to take the 
airplane to Japan. but at the counter of the airline company. I was told I 
rnight not have taken the airplane. 3)Arcording to a clerk, m y  booking of 
the airplane was canceled even though 1 recodrmed. gin the 
conversation between the ckrk a .  me, she fdt she needed help and 
asked another derk s)I thought the clerk was an Australian* but he spoke 
to me with incredibly fluent Japanese. 6)I was shocked because even 

though Sm Japanese* my Japanese is not as good as his. m e r  this 

incident. 1 rnake rnuch of Japanese. 81We use native ianguage wery day 

without paying attention. but we shouid think TV influence toward the 

language and look back to the own language before leanilng foreign 
languages, 

The coherence diagram of 'Travelef' reveals a quasi-inductive style 

of topic development. However. its detection was difficult since it was 

rnixed with the deductive style. Before going into more detail. the 

following coherence diagram will support further discussion: 

1. 1) travelers* dlscovexy 
2) recognizing diffimmce 
3) impressfon of Australia 
4) 1 was hit about Japanese 

2. 1 )  incident at Perth airport 
2) a. 1 was supposed to take an airplane 

b. but, told 1 mfght not be able to 
3) bookhg was cancekd 
4) the clerk's need for help to another clerk 
5) stmck by his fluent Japanese 
6) m y  Japanese is not as good as his 
7) mer this Japanese?? 
8) a. we use native language without paylng attention 

b. we should thtnk TV infiuence toward the language 
c. look back to the own language 



First. th& passage was observed as deductive in style because the 

main theme of 'Traveler" looks like a discovery of travelers. which is 

clearly stated in the flrst sentence of text. However. in the last sentence 

(2.-8). the topic of the Arst sentence. discovery, was concluded with the 

topic language. Language. seems to leap beyond the main theme of this 

text as it was clearly stated in the first sentence as discovery of the 

traveler. 

The detection of the main therne of this text was ciifficuit because 

of the titie. "Traveler." With this Utle. and having the topic. traveler's 

discovery. In the k t  sentence. readers expect this text to have been 

written in the North Arnerican deductive style. However. there were some 

materials which helped in this analysis. To assist the student's planning 

of this writing. the ESL instnictor had provided a printed handout [see 

Table 10) that shows the scheme of the FPT. Aiso available were some of 

the subject's notes written on another printed handout (see p.71). the 

form for planning an essay, on which the theme and topics were planned 

before writing this text. Examining the notes revealed that the main 

theme is not a traveler or traveler's discovery but rather. language. 



Table 10. Five-paragraph theme handout 

Introductory Paragraph 
Introduction 
Thesis sentence 
Plan of development 
Points 1, 2. 3 

First Supporting Paragraph 
Topic sentence (point 1) 
Speciac evidence 

Second Supporüng 
PaWPph 

Topic sentence (point 2) 
Speciac evidence 

Third Supporting Paragraph 
Topic sentence (point 3) 
Specific evidence 

Concluding Paragraph 
Summary, conclusion. or 

The htmduction attracts the readefs 
interest. 
The thesfs sentence states the main idea 
advanceci in the paper. 
The plan of devebpment is a list of the 
points that support the thesis. The 
points are presented in the order in 
which they will be developed in the 
pape=- 

The topic sentence advances the Brst 
supporting point for the thesis. and the 
speal evidenoe in the rest of the 
paragraph develops that flrst point. 

The &pic sen- advances the second 
supporthg point for the thesis. and the 
speai  eviùence in the rest of the 
paragraph develops that second point. 

The topic sentence advances the third 
supporting point for the thesis. and the 
spect@c mideme in the rest of the 
paragraph develops that third point. 

A swnmary is a brief restatement of the 
thesis and its main points. A 
conclusion is a h a 1  thought or two 
stemming from the subject of the paper. 



The notes for 'Travek9' were: 

Opening remarks: 

Thesis statement: 

Plan of development: 

There are many discoveries in visiting 
foreign country. 

We shodd speak Japanese carefulty and 
correctly . 

1) We don't pay attention so much 
2) TV influence 
3) We tend to learn foreign language 

As the notes show, the main theme of this text was the need to 

speak Japanese carefidly and correctly. The bue main theme was 

presented in the last sentence. It means that 'Traveler" was written in 

the inductive style from the plan for the deductive style. 

The subject had planned to present the main topic clearly in the 

opening sentence as she was taught when she learned the five-paragraph 

theme. The opening sentence seems clear enough in terms of the 

sentence structure, however the topic of the opening sentence was not 

the main topic but rather a subthematic topic. The reason for this 

subthematic statement in the opening sentence could be because of the 

subject's misunderstanding the concept of the five-parapph theme. 

She tried to mite in North American rhetoric. which is usuaily deducive. 

but mixed this with her k t  language rhetoric. which is more inductive. 

Although the ESL instructor may have explained the scheme of FPT. the 

subject rnight have overlapped FPT with the concept of the KSIX 



because of using her background knowledge. As explainecl in 

these rhetorical patterns have some similarities which could 

h e w o r k  

Chapter 2. 

cause confusion. Ln consequence. the text tunied out to be the hibrid 

form of two rhetorical patterns. This accounts for the other negative 

features. following. that were detected in 'Traveler." 

Another feature is that this text is not written in English 

exposition foxm. Only the b t .  the second. and the last sentences are 

written in expository manner. Moreover. there is no supportive argument 

for this theme in the body of the text. Rather there is a personal. 

anecdotal. recount-style which is not suitable for English expository 

writing. This feature seems to be also influenced by the KSTK style. 

which is often applied in the text through a personal journal-like form in 

Japanese rhetoric, and is considered a good prototype in Japanese 

composition classes. 

In the KSTK style for an expository-like personal journal. the 

pattern is usually: 1) presenting a cue-topic that inducts the main theme 

as an opening sentence (ki): 2) mentioning some personal anecdotal 

incident as an example (shoo and ten): 3) tying up the cue-topic and the 

incident into the conclusive speculation (ketsu). The KSTK type of 

Japanese exposition is commonly observed in Japanese newspaper 

editorials. such as 'Tensei Jingo." which Hinds (1 982) used for his 

analysis of Japanese rhetorical features. This type of rhetorid pattern 

is "evaluated highly by speakers of Japanese ..." and is offen used as a 

good prototype of writing in Japanese composition. but "...may be 

responsible for some types of negative transfer in English compositions" 

(Hinds. 1982. p. 15). 



Although 'Traveler" was written after "Friends" and "Math." it 

contains unconventional features. In some way it is more 

unconventional than the previous samples. The subject mentioned the 

reason for this digressive developmental process in the interview: 

... the revision was not done so much in this period of ESL 

course compare to the former ESL course period when the text 

"Friends" and "Math were wrftten. In the process of revision for 

"Math" there were many more chances to have ESL instructor's 

help. but 'Traveler" was written without having such a help. 

This explains the apparent digression in writing development of this ESL 

student. The previous sample text. "Math." had a more English-like 

rhetorical structure. 'r'raveler" seerns to be too novice-like for a text 

written after the accomplishment seen in "Math." 

The findings from "Friends." "Math," and 'Traveler" are also 

commonly detected in the other four sample texts. Hereafter. the 

features cornmonly found in all seven texts will be dealt with together. 

The other four samples are ' W o  Stories." "Gender." 'Two Poets." and 

'Women's Rights". 'Two Stories" is a book review written in February. 

1994, at the end of the subject's ESL program. "Gender" is a paper 

written for the anthropology class in October. 1994. 'Two Poets" is a 

paper written for English 1 12 in April. 1995. 'Women's Füghts" is a 

paper written for sociology in October. 1995. The following are the 

coherence diagrams of those four samples. 



Eigure 10L The coherence diagram anaiysb of 'lkro Stories" 

I reiatfonship betw#n mother(Ml and daughtdD) 
I M & D understand each othcr wclI 
1 horevet. sometfmes pmbltms bctwiccn M &D 
t litles of two storles/ about dationshfp betweai M & D 
1 Aithough the= a m  sidaritfes/Mercnccs of dationshlp 
1 sfmllarfties 
l Soth singie working mothers 
I the rcason to have IcA a husband 
I single working mothu 
l hcr character 
I the othcr M's character 
I her husband 
I single working mother 
l daughtus in both storks 

their characters 
character of one of thun 

hcr cpfsode 
h u  boy Wcnd 

In contrut. the other's character 
her eptsode 

hard time in th& background 
the ycar whcn a story writtcn 

the sodety at that tfxne Br story 
the year whcn the 0th- story written 

the sodety at that Ume & story 
singic worklng mothcr 

l b o  storles have thfngs in cornmon/but indude dlfiercnt women 
cornparison of ditrt~ent characters 



The coherence diagram analysis of "Gender" 

dificnnces ktwtcn mai & Women 
For urample, many womui work like mur 

Horever. aiwaya men & women 
md not be changed 

two kinds of humanfdlfiertnt anatornicaïiy 
net only that diffesence 

consdousncss of cüEercnce makc thcm k h a n  
Thete ut .orne gender différence Ln behavior among childrai 

Altbough mJoy playfng as gmups 
dtffercncc in the organization of groups 

mixed guider gmup 
On the other h d .  samt gender group 

consciousness of guider 
when start bdng consdous of guider differcnce 

not thcy wur bom 
On the otber brnd. parents start 

parents' consdousness of baby's gender 
blue for boys & pink for gfris 

baby and garder 
the way @ri baby wlll be brought up 

the way for boy baby 
difirercnt guider and Mercnt things 

dineten t diapers 
diflTeruit toys 

cimuent toys 
consciousness of gender aftu school agc 

guider 
boys & girls 

boys a h  
bIack bags for boys & mi bags for @ris 

becoming conscious of gender and behave Uerentiy 
Therefore. pre-school lcss consdous 
but . school age /guider behave in the same way 



nie coherence diagram analysis of Two Poets" 

1. 1)a. Althomgh. âiffcmnt tfme and place 
b. two ïmagïst p t s  had similar acpcrteace8 

2)  a. both 1-cd 'hafku' 
b. and employ images of Orfuitai Lltcrahvt 

3) tb#e ut simifarfties between th& pocms in diction. imagery and sentence structure 
2. 1) same kind of diction 

2) simple language 
3) For example. one or two syUables 
4) Si miluly . ftw syllablcs 
5) simphdty of the language 

3. 1) sirniiarity in the& imagtry/sharp and vivld 
2) image of @Is in ümc diflTcr~nt Urnes 
31 image of Yin and Yang 
4) draw a picturc of visual acpaienct 

4. 1) simple sentence stnicturc 
2) a, incornplete sentences 
b. even omit verbs 

3) For imtanee. ??? 
4) Whîlc. cornpletc senttnces/unnectssary word 
5) two sentences Mth twtlve words 
6) a. Both are short 

b. hoaever. becruse of the spacc 
c. thcy express more images 

5. 1) two poems are very close in some points: diction. imagay. and sentence structure 
2) a. motber thing in comrnon 

b. theh characteristics 
3) a. people undcrstand Lntemationally 
4) b, hope two pctets wW bc rccognlzed 



mre 13. The coherence diagram am@sis of 'Women's Rightn 

1. 1) a. 8bcu womcn got rights to vote. 
b. thdr sociai situation has changed 

2) a. For szrmple. work outslde 
b. : more wornen go to University 
c. :and casier pregnancy and blrth 

31 women's situation 
4) a. At Beijing Conference. for cwmpk. 
b. al1 the govcmmcnts agreai to l m p m  th- arcas 
c. economy. education. hedth 

51 Similuly. change womcn's social situatlon 
6) a wrimcn's situation has changed 
b. both in indwtrializtd and devtloping countries 

7) a. With tus internatIona1 agreement 
b. women's situation wül bc ctiangcd 

2. 11 F h t .  economfc status of womcn 
2) dependent fn the old days 
31 womur work durlng WWII 
4) a. wornen work but legs moncy 
b. wornen low Lncome 

5) mason for low incorne 
61 Eorever.  women's situation 
7) womcn wili work 
8) In addition. salary improvernent 
91 Thtrefore. economïc status of womui 

101 economic status of wornen in the thkd wotld 
11) a. W d  world womcn work in agriculture 

b. utd. thcy do not get paid 
12) a. women in industry 

b. and thty wül bc pafd 
13) econornic status irnproves womui's situation 

3. i )  Second. education change women's situation 
2) few women educated beforc the mld-twentleth 
31 However. more worncn than men are tducated 
4) Yet,  a fcw in a rnalcdominated Deld 
5) For example. womm in sdence and technology 
61 in addition. women's attitude 
7) womcn's attitude 
8) In con-. womcn's attitude/activc 
9) Moreover. issues of women's study 

10) a. education in the 3rd world changed womcn's situation 
b. illiteracy rate 

111 illiteracy rate 
12) education changes women's situation 

4. 1) a. Finrlfy. medlcine improvts women's situation 
b. conceptfonal ficcdorn 

2) a. women's carter 
b. blrth 

3) For inmtm~ce. baby/ltavt job 
4) wrk/baby 
5)  However. abortlon & sterllhatlon for career 
6) a. career and mediclne 

b. controI prcgnancy and birth 
7) Womm's situation in the 3rd W. 
8) a. For example. public health and nutrition 

b. dfsease 
c. mortallty rate 

9) not have to brtcd many children 
1 O1 Th.. frte irom prcgnancy and birthlng 
1 11 women's role change 

5. 1) In conclusiou. women's situation wiU change: tconomy. education. and meclidne 
2) these and wornen's situatlon 
3) womcn & men art dlffurnt/ equaiity 
41 + = w a w  
5) this goal 



As the coherence diagrams indicate, all the texts contain some 

features that do not quite follow these English expository pattern. AU 

four texts still contain some common features which seem to indicate 

the transferring of Japanese rhetorical patterns. In terms of the 

rhetorical level of development across those seven writings, there seem to 

be no signiftcant transitional changes. Although the structure of the 

FFT was already taught before these essays. it was apparently i n s a d e n t  

to make an ESL student fUy  understand the cornmon rhetorical scheme 

in EngUsh. AU her writings still seem to be mixed with Japanese 

rhetorical features, such as M-shoo-ten-ketsu, quasi-inductive. and 

reader-responsible rhetorical patterns. 

Ftrst. the opening sentence does not start with the matn thesis of 

the text (as indicated by the shape of the coherence diagram). In the 

North American style of expository writings, the theme should be stated 

clearly in the beginning. especialiy if the text is short. Likewise, the 

theme and the summary of the whole text should be presented in an 

introduction if the text is long. However. none of these four texts follow 

this pattern. For example, the first sentence in the coherence diagrams 

starts somewhere in the middle of the chart. not near the le&-side edge 

where the main topic should be placed. Rather. the maln topics are 

usualiy placed a couple of sentences after the opening sentence. For 

example, in 'rtnro Stories" at 1-31, in "Gender" at  1-5) . in ' n o  Poets" at 

1-31 : in 'Women's Rights" at 1-3). Hinds (1990) called this feature, 

"Delayed introduction of pwpose" (p.98). whereby the main topic is 

presented a couple of sentences after the opening sentence. This delayed 



introduction of the main theme could be perceived as an unclear thesis 

statement because it is uncomrentional for the expository writing. 

Secondly. an inductive style of topic development was frequently 

found in ali of the sample texts. In the coherence diagram. an inductive 

style of topic development was charted as the sequential progression 

from right to leR. Those parts of the texts written in inductive topic 

development were usualiy intermixed with deductive topic dwelopment. 

creating partially digressive sequential topic development in between 

deductive topic developments. This mixed topic development with both 

deductive and inductive patterns creates the impression of a digressfve or 

unclear topic development. 

A more emphasized inductive style of topic development. the ten 

part of the KSTK pattern. was also found in many sample texts. For 

example. the ten type of topic shift was strongly evidenced in "Math" at 

sentence 11. 1). where the topic shifts to the Japanese faxmers from the 

main theme. mathematics education. From the sentence 11. 1). the 

topic develops as follows: faxmers are hard-working--the custom of hard 

workhg--education--studying hard--patience in drill work. and. flnally. 

goes back to the main topic. mathematics. 

Japanese farmer--eustom of hardworkfng 
custom of hardworking 

education More modemization 
hlgh education b rcquirtd Ln Japan 

studytng hard is Japanese national charactcr 
studying hard 1s important 

in contrut Amcrican don't think so 
patience fn drill work 

Kumon systcrn 
Because many Merence are h-om soda1 vaiue 

dïfûcult b change the value 
but they shouId try 

mathematical thinklng 
success on math, cd. achievancnt. 



In Figure 10, ' n o  stories", the ten type of topic shift was observed at 4- 

hard Ume Ln thdr background 
the ycar when a story writtcn 

the sodety at that time & story 
the ycar when the other story written 

the sodcty at Chat Ume & stoxy 
single worklng mother 

In Figure 13. 'Women's Rights". the 'ten* type of topic shift was observed 

Ffnalïy. rncdldne lmproves womcn's situation 
conceptional freedom 

womui's cartu 
birth 
For instance. baby/leave job 

work/baby 
Horever. abortion & sterillzation for career 

career and mecifcine 
control pregnancy and birth 

Women's situation in the 3rd W. 
For exunple. public health and nutrition 
dlsease 

mortallty rate 
not have to brced many childm 

Thus. frce from pregnancy and birthîng 
women's role change 

After shiWng to the side-thematic topic at ten. the topic goes back to the 

main theme in inductive style. This type of topic development may 

appear most peculiar to North Americans because of the large leap of the 

topic. For example. at the ten part of "Math" the ESL instmctor 

suggested adding some sentences or paragraphs before this ten section. 

This presurnably indicates that for the ESL teacher. a native Engiish 

reader. a topic shift like this was perceived as too big a leap (but there is 

no actual evidence) . 



The ketsu type of conclusion was evidenced in many of the sample 

texts. I t  is a conclusive implication or speculation that leaves the 

conclusion up to the reader. Since Japanese rhetoric takes the reader- 

responsible stance. it is quite common to leave the conclusion vague. 

However. this is not a suitable style of writing in English expository. 

This type of conclusion was observed even in the latter period of the 

sample texts. For example. the coherence diagram of '"Wo Poets." 

(Figure. 12) shows the ketsu like ending: 

5. 1) two poems are very close in some potnts: diction. imagery, and sentence structure 
2) a. another thhg in common 

b- thefr characteristics 
3) a. people understand intemationdly 
4) b. hope two pets wiU be recognized 

The ending of 'Women's Rights" is written also in ketsu style: 

5.  1) In conclusion. women's situation wlll change: economy. education. and medicine 
2) these and women's situation 
3) women & men are different/ equdlty 
4) equality 
5) thts goal 

While the North American style of expository wrîllng requires the 

topic to be pulled back to its main theme in the last sentence. Japanese 

rhetorical style does not. As each topical structure diagram shows. the 

topic of the last sentence is not pulled back to the main theme. The 

ketsu style ending does not need to present any conclusion but rather 

leaves off with some idcation or implication, thus leavlng the readers 

responsible for the conclusion. The readers can interpret the ketsu 



ending with their own understanding. or overlap their ideas with the 

writer's to make a conclusion. 

Another Japanese rhetorfcal feature is the use of a personal mode. 

This feature diminished in frequency as the subject became more aware 

and proficient in expository writing. For example. some personal 

anecdotes were included in the eariier texts. "F'riends," "Math." and 

'Traveler." but not in the latter four texts. The reduced use of 

pronominals in the latter texts also indicates the reduction of this 

personal mode. 

Table 1 1 The density of pronominals 

Table 12 The density of first person pronorninaîs 

Time 
uee of 
Ronomtnals 
TotaiWordCount 

As Table 1 1 indicates. the reduction in the use of pronominals is 

observed in the latter three texts that have the relevant data. Among the 

Friends 

Oct. '93 

15.6% 
283 

Time 
Use of k t  
Person 
Pronominals 
Totd Word Count 

Math 

Nov. '93 

4.0036 
- 1348 

Rien& 

Oct. '93 

13. l o ?  

283 

Traveler 

Jan. '94 

13.3 O h  

188 

Math 

Nov. '93 

2-00! 

1348 

Two 
Stories 
Feb. '94 

8.7Oh 
458 

Traveler 

Jan. '94 

11.Z0/6 

188 

Gender 

Oct. '94 

5.2% 
554 

' h o  
Storiem 
Feb. '94 

0% 

458 

Tan, 

Poetu 
Apr. '95 

4.5Oh 
358 

Gend~t 

Oct. '94 

1.6% 

554 

Women's 
Right 

Oct. '95 

3.996 
846 

nKo 
Poe- 

Apr. '95 

0.3Oh 

358 

Womenes 
Rîght 

Oct. '95 

0% 

846 



e d e r  four samples. the use of pronominals in "Math" is exceptionaily 

s m d  for text eariier in the chronological order. There seem to be two 

reasons for this. First. "Math" went through several revisions with the 

assistance of the ESL înstructor. Secondly. there was a ciifference in the 

purpose of writing: the subject was aware that "Math" was a ronbun 

essay. whiie "Friends" and 'Traveler" were short essays. and 'Two Stories" 

was a book review. This evidenced that Japanese ESL writers often tend 

to overlap the concept of KSTK on FPT when the purpose of writing is 

not clearly understood as (ronbun essay). Thus the use of the 

personal mode was influenced not only by the level of writing proficiency 

but aiso by the purpose or the intent of the work. 

Being clear or the purpose of an exercise seems to be an important 

factor. When the subject ESL student wrote "Math." a longer expository 

writing, the personal mode was diminished. This was probably because 

she knew that the purpose of writing was (ronbun). However. 

after writing "Math" she encountered a digressive stage of expository 

writing. The personal mode of 'Traveler" is almost as marked as 

"Friends." I assume the subject was not yet clearly aware of the purpose 

of expository writing at that time. even though she learned the basic 

form of the FPT when she wrote "Friends." In other words. if the intent 

of the writing was not clear. the subject transferred Japanese KSIX style 

more obviously. 

One of the distinctive features of KSTK and FPT is the level of 

persona1 mode. While the KSTK often includes a personal anecdote as a 

supporting example of the theme. FFT is a dry impersonal expository. 

Detailed features cannot be learned strictly from having guidance on the 

form of Fm. When teaching expository writing to ESL students explicit 



examples may need to be included in order to avoid confusion about 

writing style. 



Chapter V. IP1pUcation for Teaching and Further Research 

in this study. ESL writing samples were anaiyzed by comparing and 

contrasting English and Japanese rhetorical patterns in order to specify 

Japanese ESL writing features that appear unconventional in English 

expository writing. From this study, 1 hope to contribute sorne guidance 

to the ESL educators who have been wondering why the writing 

proficiency of Oriental ESL students does not develop as naturally as 

that of other ESL students whose Rrst languages are cognate to Enmsh. 

in this chapter. fmt the hdings which can be utilized for teaching wiU 

be reviewed. then the teaching implications for providing more effective 

instruction to Oriental students will be discussed followed by a mode1 

teaching plan. and last further research will be suggested. 

5. 1 me Findhgs of this Studv 

in this study seven samples have been examined to identify a 

pattern of development of English academic writing. This study also 

focused on examining how Influentid rhetoric is to the quality of this 

development. There were four major Andings which raise instructional 

implications. 

The Rrst is at the linguistic level and arises fkom the cornparison of 

the frequency of cohesive ties over the revision process. It was noticed 

that cohesive ties do not seem to have a major influence on improving 

the texts. Rather, the cornparisons over the developmental process 

indicated that the rhetorical level of change strongly influenced the 

linguis tic level. 



At the rhetorical level of analysis. two obsenrations have 

significant implications for teaching. One is the change in the topic 

statements. which was most apparenüy observed over the revision 

process. While the fht draft did not have any clear topic staternent in 

the beginnirig of each paragraph. the last version of text did. This 

change helped to improve the total quality of the coherence of text and 

also to be more like the North Arnerican expository convention. 

Another observation sigdicant for instruction at the rhetorical 

level was in the topic movement over the developmental process. The 

cornparison over the Anal versions of seven samples indimted that the 

transfer of the first language (Ll) rhetorical pattern remained even in the 

latter samples and mixed with the EngUsh rhetorical pattern. 

Occasional L1 transfer resulted in the mixed pattern of two rhetorical 

patterns; some were well-forrned and some did not follow the North 

Arnerican conventions of expository WLIting. The unconventional 

features. such as the quasi-inductive topic development. and ten type of 

topic shift. appeared when the subject mixed up the two rhetorical 

patterns. FIT and KSTK. 

One more feature that needs to be rnentioned is the excessive use 

of personal mode that could be obsenred in the frequency of personal 

pronouns. especially first person pronouns. The use of the personal 

mode is a Unguistic feature but strongly related to the rhetorical feature 

of text. which could be defined as a genre feature (Cope h Kalantzis. 

1993; Swales. 1990). I t  is iike a register of spoken language use. Even 

though the sentences were grammatidy correct. some sentences could 

be inappropriate if they did not match the purpose of the writtng. In 



expository writfng, the use of personai mode may be inappropriate and 

should be changed to a more impersonal voice. 

In the next section. the teaching implications for providing more 

effective instruction to the Oriental students' acquisition of academic 

writirig skill will be discussed. 

5. 2. Teachine Im~Ucations 

The teaching implications discussed here are for ESL students 

whose linguistic skiU in EngUsh is suffident to compose text and who 

have writing proficiency at a University level in the& Arst language. 

Students who are already literate in their Arst language can transfer 

some fmt language writing skills. Although acquirlng L2 writing sklll is 

acknowledged as complex (Carson. CarreIl. Suberstein, Kroll& Kuehn. 

1990). at least part of the L1 iiteracy could be used as positive transfer to 

help the acquisition of that target language writhg skill. For exarnple. 

the subject ESL student could mite a better essay in English when she 

was aware that the expected form of the writing was a ronbun essay 

because she could transfer some of the iiteracy skills acquired in her first 

Ianguage. 

One could also expect a negative transfer of L1 influence. For 

example. inadequate text was written when she mixed the concept of 

essay writing with a personal journal (see section 2. 8. in Chap. 2). This 

was a result of mïxing up Ll rhetorical pattern with L2. When the 

assigned task was not clearly understood as ronbun essay. the subject 

appiied ki-shoo-ten-ketsu pattern. This type of examples of negative 

transfer and the intederence of Japanese rhetorical style was observed 



particularly in the data of "Friends" and 'Tr-aveler". When she leamed 

FPT. a planning page which outîines the framework for FPT was provided 

by the instructor. Although ft seemed to be a weU-planned guide for FPT 

instruction. the student did not seem to capture the concept of FIT weli 

enough because the topic of the assignment was rather casual to mite in 

a strict expository style. and the framework for FET explained on the 

pfanning page seemed not clear enough for leamers. A concrete example 

text to show the FPT pattern may help the Ieamers' understanding of 

m. 
One teaching implication that arises fkom the samples examined 

in this study is the appropriateness of writing exercises. Most often ESL 

class assignments start with elementary level writing exercises such as a 

journal or a short composition. For students who still have trouble 

making sentences in English, assigning a journal or a short composition 

may be sufftcient to &art with. However. for students who need to 

prepare to join regular universiSr courses. learning to write journals or 

composition is not sufflcient help. Rather they need to leam to write an 

appropriate term paper. Expository writing for an academic purpose. 

such as essay wriüng would be more useful. Teaching a five-paragraph 

theme is a better starting point than a Journal if it is clear that the 

purpose of the writing is academic. 

Also writing exercises that have a clear rhetorical pattern. such as 

essay writing. would be more useful than those that have less weU 

defined patterns. such as journal writing. The word journal is often 

confusing in tems  of directing the purpose of writing even to a native 

speaker of English. I t  could be a personal journal in narrative style or 

some report in a more expository style. To provide students with 



suffident instruction withiri a W t e d  course period of ESL. a clearly 

focused writing pattern is needed and/or ch@ing a pattern for each 

writing task. For ESL students who aim to foin regular university 

courses. expository writhg for an acadernic purpose should be the type of 

writing learned. Focusing on expository wrîting patterns would be more 

usefiil and effective. 

Another implication would be that instruction for ESL students 

who have a certain linguistic proficiency to compose text but do not yet 

know English rhetorical pattems should be first focused on teaching the 

form of writing and its conventions. Also. students should be taught 

with the expîicit explanation of the purpose and its pattern of writing. 

Sirice FPT pattern and Oriental traditional rhetorical pattern. E(STK. are 

similar. students tend to overlap these patterns if the Merences are not 

explained exphcitly. Therefore. it is important to teach the L2 rhetoric 

dong with a distinctive example. This corresponds to Takano's clah "L2 

rhetoric is learnable only if the learner is provided with expiicit 

instruction on rhetorical strategies and becomes consciously aware of 

rhetorical ciifferences between L1 and the target language" (1993. p. 7 1). 

Detailed explanation with examples to teach Oriental ESL 
b 

students English expositov style would include: presenting the passages 

that manifest FIT. a basic pattern for Engiish expository writing for an 

acadernic purpose. and Oriental KSTK pattern respectively. Then 

students could capture the concept more clearly and use part of their L1 

literacy skiIl to learn L2 literacy. 

In teaching English exposition to Oriental ESL students there are 

two important issues in detailed instruction. One is the topic statement 

and the deductive topic development The resuits of the study indicated 



that the appearance of the topic statement at the h t  sentence of each 

paragraph improved the quality of the text. Since the Oriental rhetorical 

pattern. KSTK, often develops the topic in quasi-inductive style. to teach 

students the deductive style of topic development is important. Secondly 

teaching the dmerences In topic development between FET and KSTK is 

importarit. Since KSTK has ten type of paragraph-topic shift which is 

not appropriate for English expository convention. it is important to 

teach students FIT pattern of topic development in a whole scheme. 

Both of these issues. the deductive topic development and the FPT style 

paragraph development require explicit explanation such as using sample 

passages that show the way topic develops in text. 

In the case of the subject. the ESL instmctor provided the printed 

material that shows FPT pattern and its topic structure. This printed 

material (see Table 10 in section 4. 4. 2.). however. did not seem to help 

the subject ESL student very efRciently . If this materiai was used with 

model passages which include model with ali the criteria of FFT pattern 

present and some with missing features. the structure of FFT might be 

more clearly understood by the student. 

Another issue is the use of personai mode. The frequency of 

persona1 mode iound in some passages in this study was inappropriate in 

expository writing and should be changed to a more impersonal voice. 

This could be altered by teaching the notion of genre. the appropriate 

rhetorical pattern for a certain purpose. Cope and Kalantzis (1993) 

suggest the importance of knowing culturaliy appropriate conventions of 

writing. Since "genres are learnt by some form of copying' (Cope & 

Kalantzis. 1993. p.67). using prototypes to leam certain conventions 

would be useful. This genre approach for teaching the rhetorid level 



features seems important for ESL students to acquire more appropriate 

expository writing styles. Explicit guidance in writing should "meet the 

expectations of the academic audience in terms of content. of form. and 

of language" (Reid. 1989. p. 232). The different mode1 passages would be 

used to teach the genre appropriate to academic writing. For Oriental 

ESL students. the features to start with may be the impersonal mode 

and the use of cohesive markers that suit writing for an academic 

purPo=- 

A plan for a series of lessons for teaching Oriental ESL students 

will be presented in the following section. 

5.3. Teaching Implication in Practice 

The following lessons are designed for Oriental ESL students who 

have higher than the Grade 11 level of first language Uteracy. The aim of 

the lessons is to learn North American expository writing conventions for 

an academic purpose. 

Lesson 1: Show students sample passages to clarify the difference 
between FPT and KSTK patterns 

Teacher provides a few example passages for students to understand FPT 

and KSTK difierence more clearly. The examples should contain similar 

contents. This way would help students to understand the rhetoricai 

difference more clearly. The example passages would be something like 

the following: 



Table 13. Model Passages to Teach Expository Writing 

One day on my way home by 
bicycle an earthquake happeneci. At 
ûrst 1 thought 1 was dîzzy because 1 
lost control of the bicycle. It dld not 
take long befort 1 rtallzcd that it was 
an earthquakc- First f notictd a loud 
roaring noise- Then suddeniy houscs 
and buildings started to shakt apart. 
hrrrythlng was collapshg amund me. 
1 felt vuy scartd but 1 could not 
move. Tt must have bcen only a 
coupIe of minutes but It felt üke 
former. 

When the shaidng had 
almost ceased. 1 quickly started 
back home to set ff my family wem 
al1 rfght. A s  1 passed by famfliar 
places. 1 fdt evcn more afraid 
because 1 muld see how serious the 
earthquake was. Many of the houses 
were totally quashed. 

When I got home. rny mother and 
a Bvc year old brother wue ail right 
but many thtngs tvem brokm. 
Window glass. dishes. and anything 
fiagik was broken. Howevcr WC did 
not have üme to cry about how much 
damage WC had suffered. We needcd 
to grab a few necessities and escape 
because wc coufd hear people 
shouting "8rcl". 

As WC came out we could see the 
houses a few blacks away had caught 
fire alrcady. Some people wtre 
searching for water to llght the flre. 
Most waited for the firc engine to 
corne. W e  muld hear a siren 
somewhcre far off. nie flre was 
getting worse and worse, The narrow 
streets wcrc clogged by the coIlapsed 
houses and damaged cars so that 
rescue \FchfcIes could not fiinction. 
We could do nothtng but watch the 
tire and hopc it would not spread to 
our house. 

narrative 

22 sentences 
7.0 Flesch grade equivalent 

M o r t  a ground shaking 
earthquake happais. that is Brst a 
gradua1 build up of ptcssurt on the 
rocks under the surface of the earth 
for many years. The last big 
carthquakt fn th& area was about 
16û ycars ago so rt can takc a long 
WC. Then as the pressure bullds 
up the rocks arc twlsted by the  fom 
untlt Bnally the rocks suddcnly snap. 
The rupture Imrohhs the  sudden 
movcment of the crust amund the 
break. This release of cnagy b 
what shakts the ground for d e s  
around. 

The people at the site of an 
eafthquake first notice that the 
p u n d  starts shaking wîth lncrediblc 
violence. nien therc b a ddaifng 
roaring noise. This is caused by the 
first puise of energy in the foxm of P. 
waves. The P-wavcs travci the 
fastest (25.000 kphl in rock and 
more dowly in soft sand or mud. 
They travel Wrc sound wavcs with a 
push-pull m~vunent thmugh the 
crust. Ttiesc wavts oftcn rcsult in 
the huge noise of an earthquake. 

A short Ume atter the start of 
the earthquake the S-waves arrive. 
Thcy travcl at haif the speed and 
distort the rocks Ln a more 
complicated way Wrt waving a rope 
quickly from side to side. n i i s  cnergy 
usually causes cvai stronger 
shaking. The waves of cnctgy arc 
ddlectcd by featurts in the crust 
and on the surface. Somctimes the 
p d c  of one wavt cands out the 
tmugh of anothu and thcrc 1s a 
brief calm. At other tlmes. the 
moving en= coinddes and t h u t  is 
a partldariy violent shakc. As the 
qualdng conünucrr. buildings arc 
broken apart and crash to the 
ground. Flnaiiy. after the  main 
shaking of the earthquake. thcm are 
oRm smaller and short- after 
shocks. These rnay continue for 
many days. 

expository 
294 words 
20 sentences 
7.6 Flesch grade equivalent 

An earthquakc 1s the 
cxpludon of the angcy ground- It fs 
vwy diBBcuit to prccüct and cornes 
!hm dccp under the surface- 

One kirrd of wthqualrc b 
caused by the gradua1 buiîdlng up of 
stresses wlthLn the rocks unda the 
surface of the carth, niest forces 
arc so grcat that "solid" rock 
g r a d u e  ben& or strctches. This 
distortion of the rocks stores a lot of 
aiergy likc a wound up spring. 
When the forces arc haUy greater 
than the strtngth of the rock. the 
mckwfllsnap. m s r e s u l t s i n t h e  
suddm dcast of the s t d  encrgy. 
Wavw of en- spread out h m  t h e  
break causing the Earth's swi5ce ta 
vibrate. The greatcr the ai- of 
the vibration. the -ter the 
disaster. A s  the quaking continues. 
buildings are brokm apart and 
crash to the graund. Sometimes 
many scnail carîhquakes rcduces 
the possibuty of a big earthquake. 
The uzergy would be r e l d  
graduaiiy wfth fioquent earthquakcs 
and the snapping movcmtnt of the 
carth would be less disastrous. 

This is vcry much Uke when 
people get angry. Usually th- is 
some underlyfng cause for anger. 
whlle on the surface wc try to bc 
calrn- Ho-. if the stress 
becornes too grcat. the anger breaks 
out. A s  the anger spreads a lot of 
damage is causcd. Rdationshlps. 
bdongings even wpk can bt hurt 
h m  an uuption. So sometlmcs it 
1s bettcr to release angu gradually 
More bursting. 

If a violent cxp1osfon 
happuis. it sccms that we can do 
nothing about IL We Just wait unül 
the shaking s t o p  thcn try to recovtr 
from t h e  damage. 

traditional oriental pattern 
277 words 
22 sentences 
8.1 Fïesch grade auivalent 

(mode1 passages from the study of Anthony & Harama. 1996) 



Passage 1 is written in narrative style. passage 2 is in expositoxy style, 

and passage 3 is in I(STK style. Along with the materid showing the 

structure of F F T  m e  the one on p. 70). the teacher could use such 

examples to let students guess which would be the best FPT expository 

style. Then, students could discuss what is wrong with other pattems. 

TWo important points in this lesson are letting students recognize: 1) the 

Merence between FPT and K S ï K  pattems, and 2) the Merence between 

narratives and expositions. 

Expiicit examples are helpful for students in conceptuallzfng the 

Merences in writing style more clearly. Explaining new concepts 

without detailed examples always has some risk of misleading students. 

For example. some ESL students are not farnilfar with the words. 

narrath or eupository. Some rnight have not understood the FPT pattern 

as the teacher expects. Showing examples can reinforce students' 

understanding of the Arst lesson. 

Lesson 2: Explaining the five-paragraph theme in more detail as 
differentiated from the pattern of ki-s hoo-ten- ketsu 

The teacher explains flrst the structure of FPT using the chart, which 

shows FPT aiid KSTK pattems (e.g. Table 1 in Chapter 2). It is important 

to check students' understanding of the Merences between those 

pattems. This could be done by assigning students to mite or simply 

asking them the similarities and differences of those two patterns. Here 

students can point out each feature of the patterns in an example iike 

the ones in Table 13. 



in this lesson the teacher needs to help students understand the 

following concepts: 1) FPT is a mode1 of expository writing commody 

used in North Arnerican school writing and this is Werent fkom KSTK; 

2) although FIT and KSTK look similar in the form. the topic 

development is different (use the material iike Table 1 to explain this); 3) 

in F m  writing ten type of topic shift is not appropriate: 4) all of three 

middle paragraphs should support the main theme: 5) expository writing 

should not contai. the personal mode; 6) essay writing is an extended 

version of FIT. and therefore is expository writing. 

esson 3: Show more specific example passages to clarify the 
pattern of FPT 

The teacher provides a few more sample passages written in expository 

style to let students compare the well-formedness of FPT pattern. The 

following three passages are the examples of expository writing in 

defferent forms (passage 2 is the one used in Lesson 1 for the example of 

Fm. 



Table 1 1. Mode1 Passages to Teach Weil-Fonnedness of FPT Pattern 

Before a gmund shaklng 
carthquaise happas. t h e  Is first a 
gradual build up of pressure on the 
rocks under the surface of the tarth 
for many years. The last big 
earthquakc in this area was about 
160 years ago so it can takc a long 
timt. Then as the pressure bufIds up 
the rocks a m  twistcd by the force 
until Bnally the rocks suddenly snap. 
The rupture tnvafves the sudden 
movcmtnt of the crust around the 
break This releasc of cnergy is what 
shakes the ground for d e s  around. 

The people at the site of an 
earthquake Brst notice that the 
ground starts shaktng with incredfble 
violaice, Then there is a deafaiing 
roaring noise. This Is causeà by the 
Brst pulse of encrgy in the form of P- 
waves. The P-waves travel the fastest 
(25.000 kphl Ln rock and more slowly 
in soit sand or mud. They travel Ue 
sound waves with a push-pull 
movcmcnt through the crust. These 
waves often result in the h u e  noise of 
an earthquakc. 

A short Ume &er the start of 
the earthquake the S-waves anive. 
They travci at half the speed and 
distort the rocks in a more 
complicated way like waving a rope 
quickly from side to slde- TWs cnergy 
usually causes evcn stronger shaking. 
The wavcs of energy are denecteci by 
features in the c rus  and on the 
surface. Sometimes the peak of one 
wave cancels out the trough of 
another and there is  a brief calm. At 
other times. the moving energy 
coincides and there 1s a particularly 
violent shake. As the quaking 
continues. buiidhgs are broken apart 
and crash to the ground. Flnaify. 
after the maln shaking of the 
earthquake. there are oRen smaller 
and shorter &er shocks. These may 
continue for rnany days. 

I overtly marked sequence 

1 294 words 
20 sentences 
7.6 Fiesch grade equivalent 

An earthquake Ls moet slmpiy 
dctlncd as a shakhg of the gmund. 
Thisisartrycommonaccurraict. 
Up to 800.000 earthquakes occur 
each ycar. One tirne my latha was 
in an eafthquakt but it was on& 
smali. Most earthquakcs are not 
evui notfctd A few arc powafiil 
enough to destmy buildfn# and 
cause many dcaths. 

Sdsmology Is a spedal 
discipline that studlcs the mwcmtnt 
of the mcks that makt up the 
Earth. Earthquakcs arc measutcd 
by a sdsmqpph. nie olderrt known 
-ph was invented by a 
Chincst sdartist Chang Hcng in the 
sccond ccntury. ~ 1 o g Z s t s  study 
tarthquakts and how their shock 
w a m  travcl through the carth. By 
maminlng the global pattern of 
wavcs produccd by an earthquakc. 
sclsmol~trytounderstand the 
Earth's intemal stnlcturc. This fs 
how WC know that the m t e r  of the 
Earth is moltcn rock 

n i e  Richter scale i s  uscd to 
compare the stmngth of 
earthquakes. The Richter scalc 1s 
based on the measufement of 
sdsmlc waves. The magnitude of an 
earthquake 1s the caiculation of the 
total amot.int of energy rtlcasd at 
the epiccnter. Each polnt on the 
Richter d e  reprtsents a t d o l d  
lncrtast In mngy ovicr the prcvious 
point. An earthquake wlth a 
magnitude of 7 is 10 times blgger 
than a magnitude 6 quake and 100 
tfmes bigger than a magnitude 5 
tarthquake. A magnitude 3 
rarthquake !s barcly felt. a 
magnitude 5 quake docs minor 
iamage. whiie a magnitude 6 quake 
Jvill UWy result in widespmad 
iestructlon- 

Most earthquakes last only a 
short tfme. The longcst record& 
5arthquake was the Alaska 
carthquaice in 1970. This 
=-thquakt lasted more than 4 
ninutes. 

stack of information with no 
miicit cohestve markers 
252 words 
19 sentences 
3.5 Flesch grade equivalent 

It Ls vuy cmcult to prcdict 
when and whar an carthquakt wiU 
hapP= -*-*shrdy 
earthquakes have kai trylng to flnd 
a way. Me8nwhiie. an carthquakt is 
one of the drlPlntm that makes us 
rcalîzc the pown of nature. 

7%- art two mritn causes of 
earthquakw. One kind of 
earthquake 1s caused by the gradual 
building up of stresses wfthin rocks 
under the surface of the Earth. 
niese forces arc so grcat that 'soiid" 
rock graduaUy ben& or stretches. 
niis distortion of the rocks stores a 
lot of en- lfkc a wound up sprfng, 
When the foras pressing on the rock 
anafSrarcgrcatcrtbanthm3traigth 
of the rock. the rock wüi snap. This 
ftsults In the sud& rclcasc of the 
s t o d  uicrgy. Wavcs of cncrgy 
sprcad out from the place w h u t  the 
rocks bmke causïng the Earth's 
surface to vibrate. ft Is this 
vibration of the Earth's surface that 
rcsults in the damage of 
earthquakes. 

Most wmmon type of 
mrthquake happcns dong cracks in 
the Eai-th's crust d c d  faults. Therc 
are many faults which separate the 
crust into stvtral large sections. 
Each of these is constanffy moving 
very sIowfy. For example. North 
Amerfca and Japan are rnoving 
apart about as fast as your 
fIngunalls grow. The plates art 
movfng in differcnt directions so 
therc arc Mefcnt forces on the 
rocks on dthcr side of the fault, 
These forces cause the rocks to 
graduaïïy movc by one another dong 
the fault. The rocks do not slfde 
smoothly but rathcr alttniatdy sUck 
and &de. Samcttmes this sudden 
siip b vrry srnalf and the rcsulting 
movcmcnt is not noticed, But when 
the displacanent fs iarge and 
sudden. an carthquakt rwults. In 
the San Francisco earthquake of 
1906 the dispfacanent was up to 2 1 
feet (7 meters) in places. 

obîique introduction 
t cause-effect 

19 sentences 
7.6 Fiesch grade equivalent 

(mode1 passages from the study of Anthony & Harama. 1996) 



By using some example passages. students can be be more conscious 

with the better FFT pattern. For example, the above sample passages are 

all written in expository style but are dlnerent in organizational quality. 

While Passage 2 is written in a better form of expository style. the other 

two passages have some negative features such as unorganfied topic 

development or an odd introduction. Presenting explicit examples like 

these helps students to conceptuallze the topic development of FFT. 

Then. listing criteria of good expository writing as referring to the 

issues leaned in the first three lessons would be a good reinforcement at 

this point. 

L&sson 4: Assignment: students to write FPT pattern exposition 

Let students write an exposition in FIT pattern as a reminder of the 

points mentioned in the first three lessons. 

ksson 5: Evaluate assigned exposition 

Let students evaluate each other's writing as to remind them of the 

criteria of FFI' expository writing. 

Lesson 6: Teach longer expository essay writing using topical 
structure analysis 

Bring one essay and let ali the students read it. Teach students the 

topical structure analysis and together make a coherence diagram using 

the mode1 essay. Then. let students analyze topical structure and make 



coherence diagrarns using another example essay. After students have 

made a coherence diagram. check their perception of essay writuig. 

Lesson 7: Assignment: students write an essay 

The teacher needs to rernind students to follow the conventions of 

exposito~y writing for an academic purpose such as 1) structure of FPT by 

using printed material such as Table 10: 2) criteria fkom essay models: 3) 

self check the criteria by making a coherence diagram. 

Lesson 8: Assignment: students to examine their own essays 

The purpose of this lesson is to let students be sensitive to their style of 

writing and the expectations of expository writing. First. students can 

tq analyzing the topic development of their own essays and make 

coherence diagrams. Then. let students revise the topic development of 

their own essays. 

Lesson 9: Teach the impersonal mode and the effective use of 
cohesive markers 

This lesson is an extensive lesson in revising texts. First teach students 

the features of impersonal mode by using mode1 sentences such as: 

1-a) When 1 was teaching in Japan. I always had too much 

curriculum to cover in a limited course period. 

l -b) The currfculum that needed to be covered in Japan was ahvays 

overloaded for a W t e d  course pedod. 

Then. let students revise the sentences that contain the personal mode 

to the impersonal. 



ksson 1Q: Teach the effective use of cohesive markers 

This is another extensive lesson in revising texts. First. provide students 

with a Ust of cohesive markers that could fit the J?FT pattern for 

organfzfng a text in a specific type. such as sequential. cause/effect. 

problem/solution. cornparison. or collection of description (cf. Carreil. 

1985). Using model sentences to teach students how the clarity of text 

can be changed by using cohesive markers. Students practice the 

effective use of cohesive markers by editing the model sentence Rrst all 

together with a instructor. then by themselves. 

Lesson 11: Feedback to students' texts 

Check students' flrst and ha1  ârafts and give them feedback on how weU 

the texts have been revised or which features still need to be revised. 

This could be done as a personal feedback comment or class discussion. 

5. 4 Further Studv Im~Iications 

AU the analyses of ESL writing in this study were done through the 

eyes of native Japanese speaker in order to detect Japanese rhetorical 

influence in the subject student's writing pattern. One compiicating 

factor is that the unconventional features which are refemd to arise 

6rom published descriptions of such features. Further research could be 

done by having native English speakers try to identify the expository 

feahires found in this study and judge to what degree they are 

unconventi onal. 

Although they are described as unconventional or violating the 

expectaion of native speakers by Hinds (1982). Kaplan (1966). Takano 



(1993) in the pubbhed literature. ft remains to be seen how native 

speakers react to these features. M e r  research questions involve how 

unconventional are Oriental ESL features to native speakers of Engbh. 

Some of these unconventional features could appear even in texts 

written by native speakers of English. For example. a pilot study showed 

a low level of famillarity with fomal academic writing even among native 

speakers of English. In Anthony and Harama's study (1996). 50 O h  of 

native Engiish speakers (includfng one teacher) chose the text written in 

narrative style as a good expository essay. In addition. there was no 

consistency in the identification of the best expository passage. These 

results indicate confusion about the expository features of writing 

amongst native speakers. Further research may be required to examine 

the criteria which native speakers of English use for identlfying good 

expository wrlmg. 

Further research could apply the method of analysis of this study 

to other Oriental ESL students* text to examine whether the ESL 

features found in this study would be commody found in other Japanese 

and Oriental ESL students' texts. Also. examining ESL writing 

development dong with explicit instruction of rhetorical convention 

would show the effect of instruction on the developmental process. 

These results could then be compared to writing from Oriental students 

who have not been taught rhetorical structures. 

As an extensive study. comparing texts written by international 

ESL students and EFL students in Japan. and cornparhg texts written 

by Japanese and other Oriental ESL students. would be interesting 

because the features of their English writing could be Merent due to 

schoohg or cultural backgrounds. 



The rhetorical level of improvement durfng the revision process 

infiuenced some hguistic features. Although the cohesive ties àid not 

change in fkequency. the rhetorical change naturally influenced some 

qualitative change. such as phrasing, at the linguistic level. This study 

categorized such changes in the phrase as a part of the changes at the 

rhetorical level. since they were infiuenced by this level of the change. 

Also those types of change in the use of words and phrases were not 

dealt with in this study. since the andysis of this study was done 

through the eye of a native Japanese speaker. To make a closer 

judgment of the qualitative change. M e r  research by native English 

speakers would be required. 

5. 5 Conclusion 

The major result of this study lndicated that the importance of the 

rhetorical level of text in ESL text development than. This does not deny 

that the linguistic level of proflciency is basic in order to compose a text. 

The grarnmar mistakes which were not dealt with In this study are ofien 

the most obvious problematic factor in ESL writings. This is not to be 

neglected; however, the linguistic problems of ESL writing such as 

grammatical and syntactical mistakes are expected to improve dong with 

the overall improvement of a writer's proflciency. Moreover. hguistic 

problems are relativehl easily detected by any native speaker. 

However. it is the rhetorical level of proflciency which overlays the 

level of hguistic skill that most Lnfluenced ESL writings. ESL problems 

at the rhetorical level are more difBcult to identlfy. For example, the 



teacher comments examined in this study nwer made direct reference to 

unconventional rhetorical feahires. Rather. they referred to features of 

text as disorganlzed or unclear. In order to iden* this type of writing 

problem. knowhg the characteristics of the writer's k t  language 

rhetorical pattern as weU as English rhetorical patterns is required. 

However. it may be not so easy to be familiarfied with all types of ESL 

students' fis t language rhetorical patterns. Instead. ESL educators 

could explain rhetorical conventions in EngUsh more expiicitly in order 

to let ESL students be aware of the Merence in rhetorical conventions 

between Engiish and their Brst language. Without expikit instruction. 

the rhetorical conventions of English expository writing are very diflicult 

for ESL students to learn. 
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Appendix 1: 
1* ds" l w t  
Sep. 24th. 1993 

1 have a lot of fkiends in Japan. and I realiy miss them. 1 c d  people whom 
1 can taJk about myself "filend". so 1 have a lot of people I can talle to. but 1 do not 

have so many mends here. When 1 t& to my h d s .  1 expect something which 
1 can not get by myseif h m  them For example if 1 talk about my future. 1 want 

them to give me some advices or th& opinions. Of course 1 give something to 
them back unconsdously. 1 do not mean those arejust good things. Mends 
influence each other, because people have their own experiences which are aJI 
different. 1 have a lot of people like those in Japan---they are Merent sex. age. 
sense of values. but they are all Japanese. If I get multicultural 6riends. they will 
give me many things I have not met. It takes a while to be mends. but 1 want to 
have fkiends as rnany as I can. 



Friends are very important for my Ufe. 1 have a lot of fkiends in japan. and 

1 realiy miss them. These are people to whom 1 can talk about m y e  however 

here. 1 do not have so rnany fkiends. 
1 have not always defined îiiends in terms of shared ideas. When 1 was a 

student at elementary school. Mends were people who played together. In junior 

high and high school sometimes fkiends were school rivals. When 1 entered n y  

university* 1 made a lot of friends who had Werent hometowns. vaiued. and sex. 

Untii then 1 oniy had fiiends who had sImilar backgrounds because my school 

was a prtvate girl's school. Most of these school fiiends are stiU my fkiends. and 1 

also made other fiiends outside of school. Mer graduation we could not spend 

as much üxne together as we did when we were students. but we can tak freeSr 
as soon as we meet. Through these experiences 1 recognized that who supports 

as a fkiend of the people around me. 

When 1 talk to my mends. I get something which I cannot get by myseif 
from them. For example before 1 decided to corne to Canada. 1 consulted many 

&ends. Some of them a g r d  with my studying abroad. but others did not. They 
gave me some points as reasons why they did not agree. and 1 had never thought 

about the points before. 

Friends influence each other because people have their own experiences 

which are ai l  dinerent. If 1 get multicultural firiends, they wiil gWe me many 

things 1 have not yet encountered. It takes a while to be friends. but 1 want to 

have as many fnends as 1 can. 



Appendix 3: 

t d m  

A few months ago. when I sohred the rubic cube in a short period. some 
Canadian friends were so surprised. but one of them said she couid understand 

because 1 was oriental. As she safd 1 must have an oriental brah for king good 
at soMng the puzzle. It was not by an accident to sohre the puzzle. but 1 don't 

think 1 have a special ability. 

North American elementaxy and high-school students routineiy score lower 

than students h m  industrialized nations on mathematics achievement tests. 

According to the research (Stevenson. Chen and Lee. 1993. p.53). many people 

in North America think that the most important factor which the achievement was 
influenceci by. is innate intelligence. There are also many other factors: including 
students' affltude. teachers* technique. curriculum and culture. 

One of the big ditference ikom my experience is owning textbook. The 

Japanese government give us ail textbooks free while we are in compuisory 

school. and after junior hi&-school parents pay for them. Here schools own 

textbooks. and students borrow them according to the& needs. and teachers let 

students keep them at schwls. Owning textbook is very important because it is 
related to the side of students' voîition. I remember 1 had made rny mfnd to do my 

best every time when 1 had new texfbooks. Students can't make notes. high&ht 

and underline on the textbooks because they have to keep their textbooks dean. 
If the student wants to study at home for preparation or review. it's difacuit to do 

without textbooks. In fact. last year while 1 was staying at a famiiy. the grade 2 

boy had never studied at home. 

This means teachers dont give homework to students so much. 1 think 

doing homework has two important meanings - to establish the things which they 

leaned in the class. and to estabiish of good study habit. In mathematics field 

keeping practices is very important to b d d  sWs. 

in Japan most of the students go to jukus - private cram schoois - and 
spend a few hours after school and weekends. Although the students are 

required to speciai technique for entrance examination of Ngher level of school 

besides the school education. at least they have desire of leaming because they 

cut d o m  the time of playing with fiiends. watching TV and wen sleeping. 



According to the research 54% of parents in the United States thhk the 
teacher's quality influenceci to the students' achiwement much. Most of the 

students who don't N e  mathematics started to disiike I t  when they fàced to 

nifRculties. Because fn mathematics Beld. to understand weiî is very important. 

teachers are required to have the technique of explaining material clearly to 

students' understanding. 
The education to be a teacher is 4 years at University, and one teacher 

teaches every subjects at elementary school. and each subfect is taught by 

special teacher at high-school. These systems are seen in many countries, so in 

this point the teachers in North America may not be less trafned. In addition. the 

ratio of teacher and students is much lower than Japan. so it must be easier to 

teach here. 

1 c m  point two Merences about teachers between hem and Japan. 

Japanese teachers don't eager to let the students skill develop. but they eager to 

reduce the students whose ability are low because parents cornplain to teachers 

if their children can't make achlevement. In Japan teacher is caiied "Holy 

Orders" and is not only one occupation. Teacher shouldn't work just in working 

tirne and needs to have an attitude of darotion. 1 sometimes read the teacherç 

don't have enough time to prepare the class. 1 think this means in th& worldng 

tirne. Besides teaching they have a lot of things to do including many h d s  of 

meetings. They also need to improve their teaching sklll. If they do everythLng 

which they want to do and should do. they will have to dwote their free time - 
stay at school tili evening or bring exarns to their home to correct. Some teachers 

do, but others don't in everywhere. 

When 1 was teaching. 1 was strugghg how 1 can cover the curriculum. 1 

always felt the dass thne was not sdc ien t  to do all of the curriculum. Sure@ the 

curriculum of Japanese education ls tough men though it is getting decreasing its 

contents. Because the length of Japanese schwl year is two months longer than 
North American's, and other subjects are emphasized as weU as mathematics. so 

teachers can teach much less thlngs each year. 1 guess. An Alberta government 

report (March 1992) found that children in Japan and other countries which have 

aùnost same length of the school year as Japan leam mathematics in greater 
depth and at an e a r k  age than ch i lhn  in Canada. For example equation is 

mentioned for the h t  time at @de 3 in Japan. but ai grade 6 in Canada. At the 

stage grade 12 is finished. almost same contents are taught in both countries. 

but it is no doubt Japanese students estabiish Elrmer with repetition. 



nie thing which is worth of speciai mention in the cuxricuium is u w  

caiculator. Here in Canada students start to use calculatm at grade 3 to help 
improve students* self-concept in mathernatics. I t  is also said that caiuculator 

shouid be used as an everyday part of the carricuium. Using caldators is very 

useful to shorten time of calcuïation. but it cause falling of power of caiculation, 

and they don't know the answer is wrong or not If students get wrong answer by 

Unlcnowings. pressing wrong keys or mistakes in the pmess  of operatton. mer 
getting use to use caiculator. students tend to use it for wery caicuiation even for 

the simple calculation whfch student can get answer with mental arithmetic much 
faster than with using calculatm. 1 don't dkagree with using calculator. but at 

least students shouid be able to judge the m e r s  are right or not. and also 

know how to caldate without caiculator. 
Japanese faxmers have gotten crops as they works for more than 2000 

years, so they got the custom of working hard. This custom is not limlted to the 

farmers. and strong sociai consciousness that work itself had an ethicaï value 

rose. Even before the modernhtion Japanese people were very enthusiastic 

about education. in addition to these historical reason. people are required to be 

highly educated to obtain work in modern Japanese society. so to study hard is a 

part of the Japanese nationai character. This is showed in the above-mentioned 

research - 72% of Japanese students and 9346 of Japanese teacher think that 

studying hard is the most important factor to achieve in mathemaffcs. In my 
experiences. to solve the problem repeatedly is the most important to buftd s a s  

in rnathematics. Many these different factors are caused by social and 
cultwai values. so it would not work if North American education adopted the 

same system as other countries. Especiaüy it is hani to change the students* 

attitude or their believes. 
Many school in the United States have adopted the system of Kumon 

which is weii known as a fknchiser of cram schools in Japan. and students drill 

repetitively on work sheets in series of 19 levds. If they can Bnd any advantage 

in the system the day. which the students' attitude and beiieves are changeci. 

might be corning, and they wiil success on mathernatics achievement tests. 



Appendix 4: 
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December 3th. 1993 

Advanced II 

North American Mathematics Education 

A few months ago. when I sohred the rubic cube in a short period. some 
Canadian fkiends were very surprised, but one of them safd she codd 

understand because I was oriental and must have an oriental brain that is good at 

soMng puzzles. It was not by an accident that 1 soived the puzzle. but 1 don't 
think 1 have a special abiUty. 

Many North American people Uiink that innate intelligence is the most 
important factor explaining why North American elementzuy and high-school 

students routinely score lower than students fkom other indusMalized nations on 

mathematics achievement tests. However. there are also many 0th- factors; 

fncluding students' attitude. quaiity of teaching. curriculum and culture. 

One of the important factors which makes students' attitude Merent. 
from my experience. is owning textbooks. The Japanese govemment gives us aii 

fYee textbooks whiie we are in compulsory school. and after junior hi&-school 

parents pay for them. Here schools own textbooks. and students borrow them 
according to their needs. and teachers let students keep them at schools. 

Owning textbooks is very important because it is related to the side of students* 
volition. 1 remember 1 had decided to do my best every the  1 received new 

textbooks. Students can't rnake notes, highiight and underiine in the textbooks 

because they have to keep their textbooks cIean. If the student wants to study at 

home for preparation or review. it is dif3cult to do so without textbooks. 

In fact. last yeat while 1 was stayîng with a f a W .  the grade 2 boy had 

never studied at home. This means teachers dont give much homework to 

students. 1 think doing homework has two important rneanings - to establish the 
things which they learned in the class, and to establish good study habits. in the 

field of rnathematics. practice fs very important to build skills. 

In contrast to Canada. in Japan most of the students. even in elementary 
school. go to jukus - private cram schools - and spend a few hours after school 
and weekends. There the education of students Is accelerated and they leam 



speciaI techniques for entrance examinations of a higher schooL in doing so they 

develop strong habits men though thqr reduce the thne of playing with men&. 

watching TV. and even sleeping. 
Quaïity of teaching is another factor of achievement. AccorcUng to the 

research (Stevenson. Chen and Lee. 1993. p.53). 54% of studaits in the United 

States think the quluty of teaching influences the students* achievement more 

than other factors. Most of the students who dont Mce mathematics starteci to 

dislike it when they faced dif8culties. Because in mathematics. understanding 

concepts weîi is very important. teachers are required to have the technique of 

explalning materiai clearly to students: students with good understanding are 
less likely to dislike the subject. 

Similar systems of teacher education and teaching individual subjects are 

found in both countries: the education to be a tacher is 4 years at University. 

and one teacher teaches every subject at elementary school. In high schwl, each 

subject is taught by a speciai teacher. In addition. the ratio of teacher and 

students is much lower than Japan, so it should be easier to teach here. 

1 can point to two differences between teachers here and in Japan. First. 
Japanese teachers tend to be eager to reduce the number of the students whose 

abiüties are lower. rather than to let faster leamers skiils develop. It is relateci to 

cultural value. but to take care of the former students is one of their 

responsibilities. and also parents cornplain to teachers if their children can't 

achieve. Second. in Japan. people think a teacher should have an attitude of 

dwotion to his students. 1 sometimes read that Canadian teachers don? have 

enough time to prepare the class. 1 think this means in thefr reguiar working 

hours. This is a matter of course. as no teacher cornplains about that in Japan. 

Besides teaching they have rnany things to do inciuding dl kinds of meetings. 

They also need to improve their teaching skills. if they do everything which they 

want to do. and should do. they wiU have to devote their fkee tlme - stay at school 
till evening. or bring exams to their home to correct. Some teachers do. but 

others don't in both countries. 
The amount of material covered in Canada is very Merent 6rom that 

covered in Japan. While I was teaching. 1 was struggling to think how 1 could 

cover the curriculum. 1 e y s  felt the class time was not sufBcient to do all of 

the curriculum. Surely the curriculum of Japanese education is tough even 
though its contents is decreasing. 1 beiieve. because the length of Japanese 

school year is two months longer than North Arnerican*~. and other subfects are 



emphasfied as weii as mathematlcs. teachers can teach more less things each 
year. An Aiberta govemment report. referred to in Maclead's (Laver* 1992). 

found that chiidren in Japan and 0 t h  countries -ch have almost same length 

of school year as Japan leam mathematics in -ter depth and at an earlier age 

than children in Canada (p.70). For example, equations are mentioned for the 

b t  time at grade 3 in Japan. but at grade 6 in Canada At the stage whm grade 
12 is fhished, almost the same contents are taught in both countries. but 

Japanese students establfsh a better understanding because of more repetition. 

Another factor worthy of specfal mention in the curridum is the use 

calculators. Here in Canada students &art to use calculators at grade 3 to 

explore number ideas and pattern. to have valuable concept-development 

experiences. to focus on problem-soiving processes. and to investigate reaüstic 
appiications (Billstein. Libeskind. Lott. p.37). It is also said that a caicuiator 

should be used as an everyday part of the cUfTicuium. Using calculators is very 

usefid to shorten the tIme of calculations. but it causes a losing of the power to 

calculate. and students don't know the answer is wrong or not if they get m n g  
ançwer by unknowingly pressing wrong keys or making mistalces in the process 

of operation. After getting used to using a caiculator. students tend to use it for 

every caicuiation: even for the simple calculations for which a student can get an 

answer with mental arithmetic much faster than with using caiculator. I dont 

dtsagree with using calculator. but at least students should be able to judge that 

the answers are right or not. and also know how to calculate without calculator. 

For more than 2000 years. Japanese farmers have been rewarcied for 

working harder and growing more crops. so they developed the custom of 

working hard. This custom is not Ilmiteci to hmers. and there is a strong social 
consciousness that work itself has an ethicai value among Japanese. in addition. 

even before modemization Japanese people were very enthusiastic about 

education. Besides these historical reasons. people are required to be highiy 
educated to obtain work in modem Japanese society. Therefore. studying hard 
is a part of the Japanese national character. This is showed in the above- 

mentioned research - 7Z0h of the Japanese students and 93% of the Japanese 

teachers think that studying hard is the most important factor on high 
achivement in rnathematics. In contrast. only 27% of the American students and 
26Oh of the American teachers thlnk so. In my experiences. to soive problems 

repeatedy is the most important thing to build sldiis in mathematics. 



Many schools in the United States have adopted the Kumon system. which 
is well known as a h c h i s e r  of cram schools in Japan in which students drill 

repetitiveiy on work sheets in a series of 19 levels. Because many Merent 
factors between North American and Japanese ducation are caused by sociai 
and cuitUral values. it is difBCUIt for North Arnerican to find any acivantage in the 

system to inprove their system and change those factors. but they should try to 
change wMe keeping their strong points - the individuallties of students are 

thought much. and trainhg the creative power and mathematical thtnMng are 

emphasized. If they can change those factors. they will have success on 
mathematics acfiievement tests. 



Appendfx 5: 
' 

Feb. 7, 1994 

Cornparison of the two short stories 

It is easy to keep the relationship between mother and daughter good. 

They both are ferninine gender. so they understand each other well. however. 
sometimes there are some problems between them. James Joyce's 'The 

Boarding House" and Tlllle Olsen's "1 stand here froning" are stortes about the 

relationship between mother and daughter. Although there are many other 
similarities between these two storîes, it is the ciifferences that stand out. Soth 

stories include single working mothers. teenage daughters. and hard times. 

Both Joyce's Mrs. Mooney and Olsen's "momma" are single working 

mothers. In 'The Boarding House." after Mrs. Mooney's father died. Mr. Mooney 
got drunk, and he was in debt. so Mrs. Mooney left him She set up a boarding 
house. and she has been taking care of her daughter. She is decisive. and she 

controls her daughter and has responsibility. On the 0th- hand, in "1 here stand 
iromng", "momma" is vague. and she does not control her daughter and applies 

responsibility to her daughter. Her husband lefk her before her daughter was a 
year old. Now "mornrna" is working by Ironing. but she has been often out of 

work. 
There are nineteen-year old daughters in both these stories. Joyce's Poe. 

the daughter of Mrs. Mooney, is dependent and cl- to her mother. but OIsen's 

Emiiy. a daughter of 'mornrna". is independent. and she is not open with her 

mother. PoUy is controiied by her mother, even her love. When PoIly was a typist 

in a corn-factor's office, a disreputable sheriffs man used to corne every other 

day to the office, so Mrs. Mooney had taken Pol@ home. Poliy has a boy niend. 

Mr. Doran. Mrs. Mooney also controls their relationship. In contrast, EmUy 
become independent when she was very liffle, because she spent many hours 

away h m  her mother. Even though she wanted to rely on her mother. ber 
mother had to leave her alone and go to work. 

Both stories have hard time situations in their backgrounds. "The 

Boarding House" was written in amund 19 15. In those days. Irish people had a 

very strict culture. so Mrs. Mooney is under pressure that she has to bring up 
the daughter weU in the society. "1 stand here ironing" was written in amund 



1935. "It was the pre-relief. pre-WPA world of the depression" (p. 438). so it was 

hard times for speciaily single mothers to get job and to make lives themselves. 
After 'mornma* got a Job. she also had to spent trine letting her daughter be away 

fkom her. 
niese two storles have many things in common. but they fnclude Merent 

women. Joyce's story is about a woman who refuses to be defeated. and Oken*s 

story is about a woman who accepts her situation and lets things happen. 



Appendix 6: 

October 28, 1994 

Anthropology 1 1 1 

Recently. the dif5erences between men and women seems Uke getting 
decrease as women go into the society. For example. there are many women who 
work like men. However. there were ahways men and women in the long history 

of human. and it wiU not be changed for mer. These two kinds of human are 
completely Merent anatomically. Because of not ody that diEerence. because 

of but also the consciousness they get while they grow up. they decide how they 

should behave. 
There are some differences 1 notice when 1 observe the way how to play 

between both genders arnong pre-school children and arnong school age chUdren. 
Although both age gmups enjoy playing as groups, a big ciilference is found in the 
organhttion of the groups. Re-school chiidren tend to play in the mixed gender 
groups: there are boys and girls in one group. On the other hand. school age 

children tend to play in the same gender groups: one group is organlzed with only 
boys. and another group is organlzed with on@ girls. 1 analyze that thh fact is 
caused by the consciousness of gender: pre-school children are not so conscious 

as school age Mdren. 
When do humans start king conscious of the erence of gendefl Of 

course. when they are bom. they can be noticed which gender they are. but they 
themsehres are not conscious of that. On the other hand. their parents start 
deflning whether their babies are boys or girls even before the babies are hm. 
They prepare some names of each for both boys and girls. cloths, blanket. and so 

on. Somehow the colours of the blanket are always typical. blue for boys and 

pink for girls. 
As soon as babies are bom. they are brought up to behave in the way how 

they should be, depending on the gender. There is the way how the girls should 

eat. walk. taik, sit, and so on. and girls are fit into the way. T'hm fs the way for 
boys as weli. Also. depending on the gender. everything. except mille. which 
parents give to children is dmerent. Today there are distinguished diapers, for 

boys and for girls. Moreover. toys that are given to boys and toys that are given to 



girls are different Boys are given the d o b  of "Power Rangef or hockey sticks. 
but girls an @en the dok  of "Barbie" or the small range for cooking. 

After school age, children are getting more consdous of the gender. 1 am 

not sure. depending on the gender. how dinerently children are treated in the 

school in Canada. so 1 chmse m y  experience as an example of that. in any cases. 
we are separateci in two groups. boys and girls. When we stand in hes. we are 

made stand in two lines: one is boys' and the other one is girls'. For boys. the 
bags they bring to school are black- coloured. and for girls. they are red- 
coloured. There are so many other examples. 

Through these experfences. humans became conscious that they are 
males or fernales strongly. and they behave differentiy depending on the gender. 
Therefore. pre-school children are l e s  consdous of gender. so they play in the 
group mixed both gender. but school age children make groupa with the chiidren 
of same gender. who behave in the same way as thqr do. 
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English 112 

A Piece of the Orient by Westerners 

Although the t h e  and the place of their births are M'erent. two imagist 

poets. Ezra Pound and Fred Cogswe11 had simllar urperlences as poets. They 

both learned haiku, a Japanese style of three-Une poetzy of 17 syiiables. and 

employ brief and suggestive images of Oriental iiterature. Because of this fact. 

there are some sirnilarities between th& poems in terms of diction. imagery. and 
sentence structure, 

Pound and Cogswd use a same kind of diction in their poems. Their 
language is very simple, almost childlike. For example, in Pound's poem 'nance 

Figure". most words which he uses are basfc and have one or two @ables. 

Similarly, in Cogsweli's poem "FUU CIRCLE". his words are plain and have few 
syiiables. The simplicity of the language offers the reader clear understanding of 

the poems. 

The reader can also see a similarity in theh imagery. which is sharp and 
vivid. in the poem. 'The Tea Shop". Pound conveys the image of "the girl" in three 

dinerent times suggested by past. present. and fbture tense. In 'T'FIE WATER 
AND THE ROCK". presenting the words such as "hard rock". "ego". "channel of 

the rock". "water". "flowing". and "calm". Cogsweii gets acroçs the image of Yang 

and Yin. in each case. the poet just draws a picture of his visual experience. and 

leaves the reader to interpret the meaning itseif. 

Pound's sentence structure is very simple like Cogsweli's. 

It sometirnes has incomplete sentences; he even omits verbs. For instance, he 

puts just two subjects rnoâifîed with some words in two Unes of his "In a Station 

of the Metro". While CogsweU's sentences are complete. there is no unnecessary 

word. in his "KAIKU". there are only two sentences with tweive words. Both 

poems are very short; however. because of the space for the reader to think 

about the image. they express more possible images successfully. 

Pound's and Cogswells p m s  are very close in some points: diction. 

irnagery, and sentence structure. Ironicaiiy. there is another t h g  h common: 

their characteristics are not aïways welcome to Western iiterature. Nowadays. 



people understand each other internationally in many ways. so 1 hope that these 

two pets WU be recognized soon. 
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'Women's m t c "  

October, 1995 

Since women got rights to vote. the& situation in sodety has chamged 

rapidly. For example. more women work outside th& home: the number of 

wornen who go to University has increased; and pregnancy and birthbg are 
easier for many women. If these movements continue. women's situation will be 

even more changed in the future. At our 1995 Beijing Conference. for urample. 
ail the governments at this UN sponsored event agreed that there are three areas 

in which the lot of women rnust improve: economy. education. and hedth. 

Simllariy. the fomm in Our mes suggests that women shodd stand up as a 

feminist movement to change their Mestyle in these areas. n i e  present situation 
of women. in fact. has changed. compared to the past situation in many C O U ~ ~ ~ S  

in the world: both in industrfalized countries and in the T M  World. With this 

international agreement about economy. education. and health. moreover. the 

future situation of women will more changed. 
First, wornen's economic status is improving. Even in the industrialhd 

countries. women were completely dependent on their husbands in the old days. 
During World War II. however. many wornen worked in industry because the 

work force was diminished with men's absence. Since then. they have worked as 

paid workers. but they e a m  less than men on average: women are the low income 

population. The reasons why they are in that situation are that they work in 

fernale-dorninated jobs. that rnany of them work part-the. and that theh salaries 
are always less than men's. However. these conditions in the labour market will 

change with rising demands for women's equal rights in the future. Women WU 

work in any kind of job. and there wili be more full time workers. In addition. 
women's salaries wifl be same as men's. Therefore, women's economic status will 

become at Ieast equal to men's status. At the moment. women's economic status 

is stiU Iow in the Third World. Most nifrd World women work in agriculture to 

grow crops. and they usually do not get paid. Yet, more women will work in 

industry through industrialization. and they will get some money for their work 
The situations of women in industrfalized countries and in the Third Worid are 
dinerent. but they will both improve with economic reason. 



Second, women's situation WU raise with better education. Until the mid- 
twentieth centuty. there were few women who had an opportunity to attend post- 

secondary education in f n d u s ~  countries. However* it has changeci: the 

number of women who participate in higher education is bigga than the nuniber 
of men during the last decade. Yet, ody a few of them are in the male- dominateci 

fields. For example. the number of women in science and technology is very low. 
Ln addition, their attitude toward study is changing. Women used not to speak in 

the class discussion because they tended to avoid dominating the ciass. In 

contrast. they are now more active, and use chaiienginq talking as a leaming tool. 

Moreover. women's issues were often ignoreci. but now there are studies focuses 

on women. Education in the Third World also has raiseci women's situation: the 

rate of female flliteracy has been reduced. There are stiU many counû-ies in 

which female i.teracy rate is high, but those countries WU follow i n d u e  

countries in this area. Therefore. women's situation wiii be higher because of 

education in anywhere. 

Finally, women's situation wiü become fieer in the fbture with 

improvement of medicine: they wiil have more contraceptional keeâom. While 
some women succeed in their careers in sodety, others give up buiïding their 
career for their marriage: especlally when they give a birth. For instance. 
when women get pregnant and want to have the baby. they have to leave their job 

for a whlle. Even if they retum to work. they wtll stiil be fettered to nursing the 

baby. Howwer. women especialiy of the rniddle class. have recently used 

techniques. such as abortion and steriïization. although those are controversial. 

to keep their career. As more women become professional and medfcine 

progresses, they wilï demand more of these technologies; they will be able to 

control their pregnancy and birthing. Women's situation in the 'INrd Worid also 
has becorne fkeer due to ixnproved health care. For example. pubiic health and 

nutrition have ken improved and epidemic diseases have been cared. so that the 

mortallty rate has dramatically dropped. Bernuse of that. they do not have to 

breed a lot of children because fewer children are needed to guarantee that they 

wu survive. Thus women are becoming more fkee h m  pregnancy and birthing. 
At any part of the world. women's role is changing h m  a "baby producer" to an 

individud who constructs the society. 

In conclusion, women's situation in sodety WU change with some social 
changes such as economy. education and medicine. These three areas are 

closely related to each other and equaüy d e c t  women's Uves. Women are 



Merent h m  men in many ways. so equaiity îs not their o d y  goal. More 
importanüy. women shodd be treated equal to men. but as indivfdwis. This goal 

will be realfied in the near fùture. 
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